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The corrosion and wear are major limiting factors for steel in the harsh environments and
can be controlled by depositing protective passive coatings. Nickel based alloy cladding
of steel offers a solution by enabling better corrosion and wear resistance, and high
bonding strength. The laser surface cladding of steel was conducted using a high power
direct diode laser. Layers of tungsten carbide in Ni (40%Ni-60%WC) combined with
1% and 2% Lanthanum Oxide (La2O3) and Cerium Oxide (CeO2) were deposited on
ASTM A36 steel substrate. The X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy were
employed to study the morphology, microstructure, and phase evaluation of the cladded
layer. Further, anodic polarization on the laser cladded coupons in 3.5 wt. % NaCl shows
significant enhancement of the corrosion resistance. The hardness to modulus of elasticity
ratio (H/E) was used to analyze the wear. It was found that the addition of 1% La2O3 or
1% CeO2 to Nickel-based alloy

(40%

Ni-60%

WC)

improves

the

resistance and microhardness significantly but the wear resistance marginally.

v

corrosion
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Lately, the oil and gas, chemical and petrochemical, and aerospace industries dedicated a
considerable amount of resources to the research and development of new repair
technologies for the high value components. The components are marred by the oxidation,
thermal fatigue cracking, and wear induced by the abrasives and corrosives present in the
fluids. For example, the oil and gas industry uses logging tools which are constantly
subjected to hostile environments and rigorous conditions. The corrosion, wear, and
gouging accelerates the deterioration of the properties and structure of the drill bits [1]. In
a study, just alone the global cost of corrosion was US$2.5 trillion in 2016, which is about
3.4% of global gross domestic product [2].
The chemical and mechanical force coupled with the surrounding tribological system
mainly ruins the exposed surface of the components. In order to improve the mechanical
and chemical properties of the exposed surface, the loss of material must be prevented from
the surface of the components. The majority of the components used in the oil and gas
industry are made of alloy steels. They are also most widely used materials in engineering
applications but their hardness, wear, and corrosion resistance limits their applications in
the extreme conditions. The choice of corrosion control depends on economics, the
environments, and the technical limitations.
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1.2. Corrosion
Corrosion is commonly known as rust, an unfavorable phenomena that destroys the surface
finish and luster of objects, causes untimely failures of components and depletes resources.
The degradation due to the different types of corrosion is shown in Fig. 1.1. As early as in
eighteenth century, it was seen that iron remains protected in concentrated nitric acid but
corrodes rapidly in dilute nitric acid. Corrosion is a natural and costly process of destruction
but it can be prevented or at least controlled. According to Uhlig [3], the corrosion is the
destructive attack of a metal by chemical or electrochemical reaction with the environment.
As per Fontana [4], the corrosion is the degeneration of materials as a result of reaction
with its environment. Some of the corrosive environments are acids, alkalies, soils, salt and
marine water, gases like Cl2, NH3, H2S, SO2, fuel gases, and slurries in oil and gas industry.
Most environments are corrosive to some degree and the magnitude of corrosion depends
on the sensitivity of alloy or metal to a particular environment. The corrosion cost had been
evaluated, jointly by National Association of Corrosion Engineers and Federal Highways
Agencies, USA, to be $276 billion per year. By taking appropriate corrosion control
measures, 35% of this cost could had been saved [5].

a

c

b

Fig. 1.1 Corrosion. a Uniform. b Galvanic. c Pitting [5]
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1.2.1. Why corrosion control
The corrosion control is very important because it adversely affect the life time of the
components particularly used in shipping, oil and gas, automobile, and petrochemical
industries. The corrosion control can prevent premature collapse of bridges and explosion
of gas pipelines. The corrosion can cause threat to public safety. The corrosion control is
very important to stop contamination of air, soil and water. The corrosive nature of blood
is a challenge for safer artificial implants in human body. The laser cladding is a promising
technology to solve such problems by enhancing the wear and corrosion resistance
resulting in the improved service lifetime of the components.
1.3. Hardness
The material property, hardness, is used since 1722 in evaluating and classifying the
materials. Historically, the hardness was defined as the ability of the material to scratch
another material. It was used to be measured from of 0 to 10 on the Mohs scale [6]. The
hardness is the ability of the material to resist localized plastic deformation induced by
abrasion or indentation. The hardness of a material depends on its ductility, stiffness,
plasticity, strain, toughness, and viscoelasticity. The harder materials have very high shear
and bulk modulus and few examples of the hardest materials are diamond, cubic boron
nitride, and alumina. The hardness is measured by the indentation into the surface of the
material, and expressed into the units based on the hardness testing machine used. The
common indentation hardness scales are the Rockwell, the Vickers, and the Brinell. For
example, if hardness is measured on Vickers Pyramid Number, then its unit is given by
HV. The Vickers hardness number is calculated using the relation in the Eq. (1).
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HV =

1.8544 𝑊

Eq. (1)

𝐷2

where D is the mean value of the diagonal of the indentation, in mm, and W is applied load,
in Kg [7].
According to the Hall-Petch relationship, hardness is a function of grain size as expressed
by the Eq. (2).
H = H𝑜 + kd−1/2

Eq. (2)

where H, d are hardness, grain size respectively, and Ho is the hardness of the material
without defects and k is a constant [8]. The grain size decreases with the increasing cooling
rate, thus; the hardness increases during solidification as demonstrated by the Eq. (3) [9].
dT
dt

=

926 K mm2 /𝑠

Eq. (3)

d2

It is reported that the cooling rate is inversely proportional to the spacing of the dendrite
arms and its value is in the range of 103-105 oK/s for Fe-based alloys [10]. The defects like
inclusions, grain boundaries, and interfaces hinder the movement of dislocation and
domain walls resulting in higher hardness. The finer the microstructure, the harder is the
steel because the interfaces resist the movement of dislocations as shown in Fig. 1.2 [11].
The martensite is the hardest and the most brittle microstructure formed through
diffusionless transformation. The hardness increases as the microstructure changes from
ferrite to pearlite to bainite to martensite.
The hardenability is defined as the property which determines the depth and distribution of
the hardness. It depends upon the chemical composition, grain size, and microstructure of
4

the material. For example, the hardenability of the steel is a measure of the depth of
hardening upon quenching from austenite [12].

b

a

Fig. 1.2 Microhardness. a Coarse microstructure, softer steel ASTM A 743. b fine
microstructure, harder steel AISI 431 [11]
1.4. Wear
The wear is defined as the removal of material from one body when subjected to contact
and relative motion with another body. Like friction, wear is a system property, not a
material property. Wear rate or wear resistance depends on the wear mode and is a function
of the tribosystem that means materials, contact geometry, and the chemistry. The damages
due to the two types of wear are shown in the Fig. 1.3.
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a

b

Fig. 1.3 Wear. a Adhesive. b Abrasive wear [13]
As per Archard’s law, the wear volume is given by the Eq. (4)
V=

kPx

Eq. (4)

H

where P is the normal load, H is the hardness, x is the sliding distance, and k is the wear
coefficient [14]. The unit of k is m3/N-m and can be used to predict component lifetime.
The Eq. (4) indicates that the wear volume loss is inversely proportional to the
microhardness of the material. The specific wear rate w, in m3/Nm, is defined as
V

k

w = Px = H

Eq. (5)

The reciprocal of specific wear rate is known as wear resistance R with the units J/m3.
1

R=w=

Px
V

=

H
𝑘

Fx

= μV

Eq. (6)
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where μ is the coefficient of friction. The Eq. (6) indicates that as the hardness increases,
the wear resistance increases but it is reported that H/E is a better parameter to predict wear
rather than H or E alone, where E is the modulus of elasticity [15].
1.5. Coatings
In past, the conventional methods of corrosion control such as nitriding, carburizing, and
boriding were used but they had long processing times [16]. The protective coating is the
most popular approach to control the wear and corrosion resistance [17]. The paints,
electroplated films, and layers deposited by chemical vapor deposition and physical vapor
deposition were used as the coatings [18]. The thermal spray coatings had been applied to
prevent oxidation, wear, erosion, abrasion, and corrosion [19]. The coatings were applied
by combustion flame spraying, arc wire spraying, high velocity combustion, and plasma
spraying, however, the deposit from these techniques had porosity and limited bond
strength. The choice of suitable element or alloys, deposited on the surface of the
component, resistant to a particular application is crucial.
1.6. Coating materials
The addition of Cr and Mo improves the corrosion and oxidation resistance of steel alloys.
WC-Co coatings were adopted for wear and erosion resistance [18]. It was demonstrated
that WC/W2C provided exceptional wear resistance and the addition of 6% Mo with Ni as
binder increases wear resistance by about 47% [20]. The ZrO2 coatings alloyed with 8-20%
Y2O3 were used for thermal barrier. The metallic-matrix composite of Ni + Co + Cr + Al
system reinforced with active elements like yttrium, hafnium, silicon, tantalum were used
for oxidation and corrosion resistance [18]. The thermal barrier coatings (TBC) were
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applied on the high performance components to extend their service life. TBCs tolerated
hot corrosion better particularly with acidic stabilizer CeO2 and laser glazing prevented salt
penetration [21]. TBCs consist of a top coat (TC) for thermal barrier, and a bottom coat
(BC) to produce adhesion for TC and to resist oxidation. The rare earth element, Yttriapartially stabilized zirconia, ZrO2 with 6-7 wt.% Y2O3, was used in TC due to its low
thermal conductivity and comparable thermal expansion with the substrate [22]. It is
reported that the addition of rare earth elements to aluminum and magnesium alloys
increased their strength at the high temperatures [23]. In electronics industry, Yb3+-doped
fiber is used for modulation in optical switching and Bragg grating [24, 25].
1.7. Rare earth oxides La2O3 and CeO2
The oxide of rare earth element CeO2 (cerium Oxide or ceria) works as a reducible oxide
agent in catalytic reactions [26]. The oxide of rare earth element, La2O3 (lanthanum Oxide
or lanthana) had been used in laser sintering metal matrix processing. La2O3 and CeO2 are
readily available as compared to that of Yttria. The addition of La2O3 up to 1.0 wt.%
increased homogeneity of particulate dispersion and the amount more than 1.5 wt.%
produced a heterogeneous microstructure and retarded the activity of La2O3 [27]. The rare
earth elements La and Ce have large ionic radii and lower electronegativities as listed in
Table 1.1. The ions La3+, Ce3+ are likely to react with other elements easily.
Table 1.1 Ionic radii and electronegativities of the elements [28]
Elements

Ions

Ionic radius, nm

Fe

Fe3+

0.063

RRE/RCr Electronegativity
-
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1.83

Cr

Cr3+

0.064

-

1.66

La

La3+

0.105

1.64

1.10

Ce

Ce3+

0.102

1.60

1.12

La2O3 and CeO2 significantly enhance the high temperature behavior and mechanical
properties of metals due to their rare chemical properties. Wang et al. [29] investigated the
effects of La2O3 and CeO2 on Ni-based alloy ranging from 0 to 8 wt.%. It was reported that
the use of La2O3 and CeO2 greater than wt. 4% was not suitable for corrosion resistance
[30]. In the rare earth modified Ni/WC coatings, the hardness increased with 0.9 wt.%
CeO2 and porosity decreased with 0.6 wt.% CeO2 as compared to conventional Ni/WC
coatings [31]. Therefore, the amount of rare earth elements in the clad is critical.
The additions of rare earth oxides La2O3, and CeO2 were studied on Ti/Sb-SnO2 as a
substrate [32]. The surface coverage of the substrate by them were found to be different
due to the difference in their solubility product constants. The substrate exhibited the
pyramid shape grains in Fig. 1.4 a. The surface coverage by CeO2 is moderate and the
maximum for La2O3 as shown in Fig. 1.4 b and 1.4 c respectively [32]. The greater the
surface coverage, the greater the number of nuclei formed hindering the grain growth. It is
verified that the addition of La2O3 increases the hardness most due to the maximum
restriction to the grain growth.

9

b

a

c

Fig. 1.4 Microstructure with the addition of the rare earth elements a substrate b substrate
with La2O3 c substrate with CeO2 [32]
The rare earth elements are extensively used in computers, cell phones, televisions, lasers,
fuel cells, light-emitting diodes, magnetic resonance imaging, hybrid electric vehicles, and
the solar energy. The rare earth elements like La and Ce form superconducting compounds
at extremely low temperatures and play a crucial role as a catalyst in petroleum refining
and automotive catalytic converters. Due to their excellent optical properties, they help
produce high refraction glass. It was reported that if La and Ce are added in small amounts,
they improve the hardness, wear, and corrosion resistance in laser cladding of steels [33].
The addition of rare earth elements facilitate a high nucleation rate. The grain size d is
expressed by the Eq. (7).
R 3/4

d = 1.1 (n)

Eq. (7)

where n (cm-3/s) is the nucleation rate, and R (mm/s) is the nucleus growth rate [34]. The
higher value of n facilitates the finer grain and the higher dislocation density. The
researchers had established a relationship between hardness and the dislocation density as
expressed in the Eq. (8).
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H = H𝑜 + aGbρ1/2

Eq. (8)

where  is the average dislocation density, a is the material’s constant, G is the shear
modulus, and b is the scalar value of the Burgers vector [35].
1.8. Laser cladding
The laser cladding is interchangeably used with ‘laser coating’ or ‘laser powder deposition’
or ‘laser surfacing’. The laser cladding employs a high power laser beam to melt the added
material and the substrate surface synchronously. The steady development of laser has
energized its applications in the manufacturing as shown in Fig. 1.5 [36]. With the advances
in the technology and the emphasis on the reduced cost, the laser has received significant
attention in the restoration of the parts such as turbochargers, combustion chambers,
exhaust valves, diffuser vanes, heat exchanger baffles, impeller shrouds, and the turbine
blades as illustrated in Fig. 1.6 [36]. Although the first working laser was invented by
Maiman [37] in 1960, the laser cladding was not applied until 1970s by Gnanamuthu at
Rockwell International Corporation, CA [35]. Kennedy et al. [39] found that diode laser
has better modal stability than CO2 or Nd:YAG laser. Zhu et al. [40] reported that the
porosity in the welds by diode laser was less as compared to that of CO2 laser welding. The
development of high power diode lasers opened up new frontiers for metal hardening,
welding, and cladding. In the high power direct diode laser, the beam size and shape can
be varied to clad the substrates of complex geometry [41]. The substrate can be designed
for toughness, strength and the coating for the hardness, wear, and corrosion resistance
[42]. The advancement of laser material processing has been possible through innovations
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in laser sources, beam delivery, laser process, process monitoring, and system integration.
However, the development of laser material processing relies on the academic research.
1.8.1. Why laser Cladding
The laser cladding allows the coating material to form a layer that is metallurgically bonded
to the substrate. The produced components have minimum distortion critical for the
aerospace industry. It is an optimal approach to repair, part generation, and
remanufacturing of mechanical tools and fittings. The laser cladding enables the deposition
of crack sensitive materials required in downhole drilling for the oil and gas industries. The
coating with Fe, Ni, and Co based powders mixed homogeneously with materials like WC
and Mo improves the hardness, wear and corrosion resistance [43]. The laser cladding
allows the repair of the hard to reach areas with the most varied geometry like in pipes,
tubes, bores, gun barrels, and very large components [43]. The laser cladding can refurbish
the wear and corrosion resistance surfaces in 3D structures like engine parts, turbine, and
compressor blades with minimum dilution. The dilution is undesirable in order to preserve
the chemical composition and properties of the clad. It is an ideal method to focus on the
functional areas without the interference from surrounding geometry with the use of a
robotic arm. The laser head can be used on the multi-axial CNC machines for complex tool
path and directly onto the application point. It can enable high deposition rates of different
types of powders with varying grain sizes. It can produce a homogeneously coated surface
of the desired contour with maximum reach. It is an un-interrupted operation in case of
rotational-symmetrical internal areas, and vertical to horizontal positions with precision.
Additionally, the laser cladding results in minimum warpage and heat affected zone. The
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cladding operation can be programmed and set-up for the automation making it an efficient
and economical process. The laser energy is clean as there is no bombardment, combustion,
and contact with the components. The laser with the lower wavelength can be easily
delivered to work stations and controlled to produce specific clad shapes however intricate
they may be. The high power direct diode laser is predominantly used in the laser cladding
of the steel alloys. The latest laser in the market are ARM (Adjustable Ring Mode) and
fiber coupled diode laser.

a

b

Fig. 1.5 Applications of laser cladding. a Cylindrical shaft. b Close up view of cladding
[36]

b

a

Shaft repair

Turbine blade
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Fig. 1.6 Laser cladding. a Repair of shaft. b Repair of turbine blade tip [36]
1.8.2. Feeding of Cladding material
The cladding material can be either fed in the form of a solid wire or the powder. The fed
wire can be cold or hot. In powder feeding, the powder can be preplaced on the substrate
as a powder bed and the laser beam scans the powder bed. The powder can be plasma
sprayed or electroplated. The powder can also be blown into the laser melted pool of the
substrate. Further, the powder can be fed through a nozzle or a set of nozzles arranged
coaxially or at an angle with respect to the laser beam. In comparison to the powder feeding,
the cladding by the wire feeding is economical, has a higher deposition efficiency but the
dimensional accuracy of the clad is poor [44]. On the other hand, the cladding by the
powder feeding is flexible but has low deposition efficiency [45]. A study was performed
for a combination of the wire and the powder from two separate feeders simultaneously
and it was found that the combination improved the deposition efficiency, surface finish,
and the effective use of the incident laser energy but the control of the two feeding systems
was challenging [46]. The cladding using the cored wire is a recent development in an
effort to combine the advantages of the wire and the powder feeding. The cored wire has
powders embedded into the core. The cladding using cored wire has great potentials to
further improve the deposition efficiency and can be a challenging area for future studies.
1.9. The cladding parameters
There are many parameters involved in laser cladding. The parameters are those variables
whose effect on the response variable is of interest in the research. These factors are
independent variables namely; powder flow rate, the composition of the substrate, the
14

composition of cladding powder, the scanning speed, the powder flow rate, the
environment conditions, the laser power, the stand-off distance, the inclination angle of
laser source, and the value of current if pre-heating is involved. The dependent variables,
also known as the response variables, are the quality of the clad which is determined by
the geometry, the microstructure, the hardness, the dilution, and the porosity in the clad.
These parameters are summarized in Fig. 1.7, commonly known as the cause and effect
diagram or the fishbone diagram [47].

Powder flow rate

Substrate

Type of powder

Mechanical properties

Powder granular size

Steel specification

Powder feeder pressure
Powder moisture content

Surface roughness
Heat treatment

Nozzle dimension

Carrier gas

Absorptivity coefficient

Laser type (Wavelength)

Humidity

Laser head angle

Pressure
Temperature

Laser power
Laser profile
Laser head

Quality of the clad
Porosity,
Geometry,
Hardness, Dilution
Surface roughness,
Microstructure,
Imperfections

Spot diameter
Environment

Fig. 1.7 Cause and effect diagram for the parameters in laser cladding [47]
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1.10. Hybrid laser cladding
Like anything else, the laser cladding is not free from defects. Thus, there is a need to
minimize the defects arising from cladding. The defects mainly stems from the very high
temperature difference attainted in cladding due to the high power of the laser. The
conventional laser cladding is prone to porosity as the gas has almost no time to escape the
molten pool and gets entrapped in the clad formed. When the absolute plastic strain due to
the temperature gradient increases beyond fracture strain, the cracks are formed. The
temperature gradient G can be evaluated by the Eq. (8) [48]
G=

2πK(ΔT)2

Eq. (7)

ηP

where T is the difference in temperature between the center of the molten pool and the
preheated temperature of the substrate, P is the laser power, K is the thermal conductivity
of the cladding material, and is the laser absorption coefficient.
In order to reduce the number and the size of the cracks, temperature gradient needs to be
minimized. It can be addressed by heating the substrate in the furnace or by the induction
heating followed by controlled cooling of the cladded work piece in the insulated furnace.
In addition to induction heating, there are many combinations available to heat the substrate
commonly known as hybrid processes. The most important amongst those are;
1. Plasma heating with the use of electric induced plasma.
2. The combination of laser beams operated separately.
3. Hot wire cladding with the use of electric current through the work piece.
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The induction heating is reported as the most effective process as it results in higher
productivity, lower cost, and adaptable to the different component geometries [49].
1.11. Research Objectives
The aim of this research is to study the corrosion and the wear resistance of clad with rare
earth elements in 40 wt.% Ni/60 wt.% WC alloy matrix using high power direct diode laser.
The advances are made in the following areas:
A cladding process is developed using high power direct diode laser to make defect free
clads of metal matrix alloy powder. The laser cladding processing parameters were
optimized.
The corrosion and wear characteristics of the clads with rare earth elements were
investigated. The microstructure and hardness of the clads were examined using SEM and
XRD spectra.
1.12. Summary of chapter
This work presents an investigation into the laser cladding process using high power direct
diode. The Thesis cobtains six chapters. The chapter one consists of literature survey, the
study of corrosion, hardness, wear, and the applicability of lasers in cladding using the rare
earth elements. The hybrid cladding techniques and the optimization of the laser cladding
parameters are reviewed.
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Chapter two details the laser cladding experiments, the corrosion experiments, and the wear
experiments. It also outlines the design of experiments, and the tools and software used in
the experiments.
Chapter three presents the optimization of the laser processing parameters. The
optimization is performed from three different point of view, namely canonical approach,
non-dimensional approach, and the statistical approach. The mathematical and statistical
models are developed for the interrelation between the processing parameters in laser
cladding. The optimum values of the parameters were concluded for a crack free clad with
minimal porosity.
Chapter four describes the corrosion and its types, the electrochemistry of the corrosion,
and an in-depth analysis of the corrosion resistance of the 40%Ni-60%WC clad reinforced
with rare earth elements La2O3 and CeO2. The data from anodic potentiodynamic
polarization experiments was analyzed and the roles of the corrosion current density, the
corrosion potential, and the anodic and cathodic slopes were investigated using Tafel
extrapolation method. The microstructure, the phases, and the chemical compositions were
interpreted and the results were discussed with SEM and XRD spectra.
Chapter five presents the wear and its types, and an in-depth analysis of the wear resistance
of the 40%Ni-60%WC clad reinforced with rare earth elements La2O3 and CeO2. The
correlation of the microhardness with the modulus of elasticity (H/E ratio) to determine the
wear resistance was analyzed.
Chapter six describes the optimization of the laser processing parameters using the cored
wire. The optimization is performed with Design Ease software version 11.
18

At last, the author has recommended the future study followed by the publications.
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Chapter 2
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURES
2.1. Experimental Study
SMU’s Research Center of Advanced Manufacturing (RCAM) is equipped with High
Power Direct Diode Laser D-series with KUKA Robot for the laser cladding. The setup
contains a laser head, a powder feeder, two symmetrical powder feeding nozzles, a chiller,
and a 6-axis KUKA Robot with a controller. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.1a
and a close-up of the nozzle laser head is shown in Fig. 2.1b.
2.1.1. Laser
In our research, a high power direct diode laser (HPDDL) of 975 +10 nm with a maximum
power of 8 kW was used for the cladding. The laser head is a HighLight 8000D
manufactured by Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA. It offers a superior clad quality, reduced
heat input, minimal part distortion, better clad deposition control, and perform large area
clad. Figure 2.2 shows the laser head and its controller.
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Coherent HighLight
8000D HPDL laser

Laser head

Nozzle head
Chiller

KUKA
robot

Powder Control
feeder unit

a

Cladding fixture

b

Fig. 2.1 a Experimental setup for laser cladding. b Close-up
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.2 a Laser head. b Laser controller
The main characteristics of HPDDL are high efficiency, high laser absorptivity, easy
mobility, and higher material deposition rate. The laser beam intensity has a trapezoidal
distribution along the slow axis and a Gaussian distribution along the fast axis. The laser
spot is a rectangular shape of 12 mm X 3 mm. It is 3 mm along the scanning direction (or
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the fast axis) and 12 mm wide perpendicular to the scanning direction (or the slow axis).
The variable line-beam shapes can produce from 6 to 32 mm wide clad. The top-hat has
uniform intensity across the cross-section while the Gaussian beam’s center has higher
intensity. The higher intensity at the center of the Gaussian causes excessive melting of the
substrate resulting in a higher dilution ratio at the center line [1]. The insufficient melting
of the substrate at the edges and the greater heating of powder particles of the center causes
a higher thickness of the clad in the center yielding a clad of a smaller aspect ratio.
The top-hat laser is an almost ideal solution for avoiding the disadvantages of the Gaussian
distribution laser. The top-hat beam profile is shown in Fig. 2.3 and is given by the Eq. (1)
I(r) =

2Po
πr20

2r2

2 /r2
0

{a − (1 − a) πr2 } e−2r
0

Eq. (1)

where Po is the laser power, and a is the fraction of the lower mode of laser power; a = 1
for the Gaussian beam [2].

Fig. 2.3 Comparison of the Top-hat and Gaussian profile [3]
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The differences in the characteristics of the clad produced by the top-hat and Gaussian
profiles are summarized in the Table 2.1. In this table, the beam profiles were generated
from a function in COMSOL.
Table 2.1 Comparison of clads with respect to beam profiles
Top-hat profile

Gaussian profile

Response
factors

1. Height

Clad

Clad

Higher in the middle

Almost uniform

Smaller

Higher

Higher

Smaller

2. Aspect
ratio
3. Dilution
ratio
Non-uniform, higher in the
4. Hardness

Almost uniform all across the clad
centerline of the clad
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2.1.2. KUKA Robot
The six-axis robot is manufactured by KUKA Roboter GmbH in Augsburg, Germany. It is
equipped with a controller and a off switch in case of an emergency. The six-axis motion
enables the flexibility of orienting the laser head to any position for cladding. It is
encompassed with precision landing for almost perfect repeatability. The KUKA controller
enables direct programming by SoftPLC software for the positioning and movements of
the laser head. Fig. 2.4 shows the Robot and the SmartPad used to program the movements
and the rotations of the robotic arms in our experiments.
(b
)

(a)

Fig. 2.4 a KUKA Robot b SmartPad for robot arm movement [10]
2.1.3. Powder feeder
The powder feeder is Thermach’s AT-1200 Rotary Powder Feeder as shown in Fig. 2.5. It
consists of a closed-loop digital controller. Once switched to feed mode, the powder wheel
ramps to the precise speed and delivers powder carried through Argon gas with a pressure
regulator.
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b

a

Fig. 2.5 a Powder feeder b Powder collecting tray holding the coupon during cladding [5]
The laser attenuation depends on the powder feeding parameters and the laser attenuation
coefficient is given by the Eq. (2)
β=

3mlp

Eq. (2)

2Dp Vp wx wz ρp

where subscript p stands for powder particles in the variables [6].
2.1.3. Carrier gas
Argon is used as a carrier gas in our experiments for cladding. It carries the powder through
nozzles to the cladded area on the substrate. The velocity of the powder particle through
the nozzle channel is considered equal to the carrier gas velocity. The powder particles are
driven downward by drag and gravitational forces guided by the inner walls of the channel.
The drag coefficient CD for the spherical particles is given by the Eq. (3).
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)+
CD = R (1 + 0.173R0.657
e
e

0.143
(1+ 16300R−1.09
)
e

Eq. (3)

where Re is Reynolds number for the powder particle in the carrier gas [7].
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The argon gas pressure is regulated to control the powder flow rate as shown in Fig. 2.6.
(b)

(a)

Fig. 2.6 a Argon gas cylinder. b Gas regulator with gauges
2.1.4. Powder feeding nozzles
Two symmetrical co-axial nozzles made of zinc plated with copper from Coherent are used
as shown in Fig. 2.7. Powder is fed into the melt pool from channel openings on either side
of the head facilitating high deposition rate cladding processes. For Ni-based powders, the
deposition rates of 5 kg/hr can be achieved using 6 kW diode laser [8]. The nozzles are
manufactured by Fraunhofer-Institut fur Werkstof, Winterbergstr, Desden. The nozzle is
particularly designed for rectangular or scanned line spots for a maximum power of 8kW
and the carrier gas flow rate of 5 to 8 l/min and integrated with chilled water cooling. Along
with carrier argon gas, the powder enters the cylindrical inlet of the nozzle which branches
into 14 identical channels for the even movement of powder. The cross-section of each
channel is 1 mm X 1 mm and its length is 23 mm. The feeding nozzles are cooled with
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chilling water circulated from a chiller. The powder particles are uniformly distributed over
the inlet of the nozzle.

Fig. 2.7 Three different views of the powder feeding nozzle
2.1.5. Chiller
A chiller from RIEDEL, Deutschland GmbH, Germany is used to supply chilled water as
shown in Fig. 2.8. The chiller consists of a condensing unit, a compressor, an evaporator
heat exchanger, an air-cooled liquefier, and a coolant circulation pump. It uses R134a as a
refrigerant and can supply chilled water to an accuracy up to +1oK.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.8 a Chiller for the nozzles and the laser b Internal view [9]
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2.1.6. Waterjet machine
The waterjet machine, integrated flying bridge 4400 manufactured by Flow, was used to
cut the required size coupons as shown in Fig. 2.9 a, along with its close-up view in Fig.
2.9 b. It minimizes the residual and thermal stresses induced as opposed to those cutting
on other traditional cutting machines. In water jet cutting, the mechanical processes take
place at the microscopic levels in cold water, thus; there is no hardening and heat affected
zones in the clad. The coupons were cut in the middle of the track to have a better crosssection of the clad.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.9 a Waterjet machine b Close-up
2.2. Substrate and cladding powder
2.2.1. Substrate
The mild steel ASTM A36 rectangular slabs of dimensions 100mm X 100mm X 10 mm
and an average hardness of 150 HV were used as substrates. The chemical composition of
the substrate is summarized in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Chemical contents, % by weight of the substrate [10]
Elements

Co

Cr

W

Fe

C

Mn

Si

Ni

% by weight

-

-

-

98.29

0.26

0.75

0.40

0.01

Mo Other
-

0.29

Substrate

2.2.2. Cladding powder
The powder used in our study consists of tungsten carbide (WC) in Nickel-based alloy as
the matrix.
2.2.2.1. Powder morphology
The Back scattered electrons SEM micrographs of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% W, and the EDS
analysis of powder is shown in Fig. 2.10 a and b respectively. They reveal that the powder
contains 60 wt.% WC and W2C with grain size ranging from 80 to 160 microns, and 40
wt.% Ni with grain size varying from 1 to 60 microns. The powder particles are globular
in shape. The chemical composition of the Ni and WC powders is summarized in Table
2.3.
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b

a

Fig. 2.10 a Back scattered electrons SEM micrographs of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC b
EDS analysis of powder

Table 2.3 Chemical composition, % by weight, of the Ni and WC cladding powder
Elements

Size

B

C

Cr

Co

Fe

Ni

O

Si

Ti

WC

2.55 84.763 0.027 3.4

-

-

0.001

95.84

1-60
Ni

m

1.56 0.24 7.46

-

80WC

160

-

3.99

-

0.008 0.16

m
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0.004

-

-

2.2.2.2. Cladding powder for the corrosion and wear tests
The powders with 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC, 39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC 1 wt.% La2O3, 38
wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC 2 wt. % La2O3, 39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC 1 wt.% CeO2, and 38 wt.%
Ni-60 wt.% WC 2 wt.% CeO2 are used to study the hardness, the corrosion, and the wear
resistance. The coupon numbers in the experiments are presented in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4 Chemical contents of clads, % by weight for corrosion resistance tests
Coupons Identification No. La2O3 CeO2

Ni

WC

1

-

-

40

60

2

1

-

39

60

3

2

-

38

60

4

-

1

39

60

5

-

2

38

60

2.2.2.3. Powder density
The powder density is the mass of the particles divided by the volume occupied by the
powder. The Hall-Flow meter is used to calculate the density of 40%-60%WC powder in
accordance with ASTM 213-033 and B212-99 [11, 12]. The accuracy of the device is
+0.001 and the density is found to be 6.104 g/cm3.
2.2.2.4. Mechanical properties of elements in powder
The mechanical properties of the Ni, WC, La, and Ce are summarized in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5 Mechanical properties of Ni, WC, La, and Ce
Material

Density

Melting

Specific

Thermal

Thermal

Crystal

(kg/m3)

point (oC)

heat

conductivity

expansion

structure

(J/kg-oK)

(W/m-oK)

(mm/m)

Ni

8900

1455

431

90.7

15

FCC

WC

15630

2800

211

96

5.2

BCC

La

6146

918

195

13.4

0.0121

BCC

Ce

8160

798

192

11.3

0.0063

BCC

A mismatch of mechanical properties of the elements are noticed due to a large difference
in their melting point, density, thermal expansion, and specific heat.
2.2.2.5. Powder mixing
The higher atomic number of W, as compared to the other elements, leads to its
concentration at the bottom due to gravity. In order to minimize the inhomogeneity, the
powders are mixed in Turbula shaker manufactured by WAB, Basel, Switzerland. The
mixing container is turned in a 3-D pulsing motion to blend WC heavy particles in the
powder.
2.3. Calibration of powder flow rate and laser power
The powder flow rate and the laser power vary linearly with input set values as defined by
the following relationships [13].
Powder flow rate (m, g/s) = a1S +b1
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Eq. (4)

Laser power (LP, W) = a2S + b2

Eq. (5)

where S is the set value and a1, b1 are powder flow calibration constants, and a2, b2 are laser
power calibration constants. Figures 2.11 a, and b show the calibration of the powder flow
rate and the laser power respectively with respect to the set values.
a

b

Fig. 2.11 a Powder flow rate versus set value. b Laser power versus set value
2.4. Definition of terms

Clad
h

D

w

Substrate

Fig. 2.12 Schematic of the clad
The clad schematic with geometrical dimensions is shown in Fig. 2.12. The clad height and
width are h and w respectively. The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of the clad width to
the clad height as expressed in the Eq. (6).
Aspect ratio =

w

Eq. (6)

h
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The dilution ratio is defined as the ratio of the melt area to the total area of the clad and
the melt as defined by the Eq. (7).
Dilution ratio = A

Amelt
melt + Aclad

=

D−h
D

Eq. (7)

It is reported that the dilution ratio can be estimated by the Eq. (8).
ρ

−1

Fe

Dυ = {1 + ρs (Fes − 1)}
c

c

Eq. (8)

where s and c are the densities of the substrate and the powder respectively, Fes is the
weight percentage of the iron in the substrate and Fec is the corresponding weight
percentage of the iron in the coating as determined by EDS [14].
2.5. Design of experiments
The steps for design of experiments are outlined in Fig. 2.13. In our optimization, the
response surface methodology (RSM) is used to determine a statistical significance of all
factors and to establish a relationship to predict the response values. The associated steps
are outlined in Fig. 2.14.
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Factors and
levels

DOE
(Full, Fractional, Central
composite, Doehlert, BoxBehnken designs)

Experimental Data

Analysis of
Experiments/Validation
Mathematical model
ANOVA analysis

Hypothesis
tests (t and F)

Residual analysis

Change of Transformation (log
or inverse, or sqaure root etc.,)

No
Plot of residuals
vs predicted

Normal plots

No

Change of Transformation (log
or inverse, or sqaure root etc.,)

Fig. 2.13 Steps for Design of Experiments

Second order model
used by RSM

Optimization by
desirability
function

Desirablity Index
<0.8

>0.8

Desirability function
adustment

Conclusion of optimum values

Fig. 2.14 Steps for the optimization
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In the current research, the effect of each processing parameters on the clad geometry was
studied by statistical methods using the RSM [15, 16]. As per our previous studies, the
three processing factors, the laser power, powder flow rate, and scanning speed, are chosen
for this study. The response functions are the height, width, and aspect ratio of the clad.
2.6. Experiments
2.6.1. Coupons preparation
The slabs of dimensions 100mm X 100mm X 10 mm were cut on the shaper from the mild
steel stocks. These slabs, referred to as coupons, were grinded, dried, and sand blasted
followed by an acetone wash.
2.6.2. Laser cladding
2.6.2.1. Preliminary experiments of laser cladding with 40 wt.% Ni/60 wt.% WC
powder
The Coherent Highlight D-series laser head and fixture were thoroughly cleaned to avoid
any contamination. The powder mixture was loaded in the powder feeder. The coupon was
placed in the fixture. The laser head mounted on the 6-axis Kuka robotic arm was
positioned to reach the coupon. The robotic arm was programmed to move the laser head
to the cladding position on the coupon and travel for a length of 33 mm. The powder was
delivered by powder feeding nozzles to the focal point of the laser using argon as the carrier
gas. The area around the clad was also protected from oxidation by argon as the shielding
gas.
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Fig. 2.15a shows the laser cladding in operation with the laser head inclined at an angle of
10o to safeguard from the back-reflections of the secondary electrons. Many trials were
made and the experiments were carried out for the powder flow rates of 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2,
1.5 g/s, with the scanning speeds ranging from 1 to 10 mm/s at a laser power of 3.25 kW.
The single track clads obtained are presented in Fig. 2.15b. The values of the heights and
the widths of the single track clads were measured at three locations on the clad and
recorded in Table 2.6 and Table 2.7 respectively.

b

a

Fig. 2.15 a Laser cladding in operation b Cladding on the substrate
The laser heating of the substrate is modeled using COMSOL. The laser beam incident
on substrate is shown in Fig. 2.16a. As the laser beam scans, the cross-section of the
substrate is displayed in Fig. 12.6b.
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Fig. 2.16 a Laser beam incident on substrate b Cross-section of substrate while laser scan

Table 2.6 Heights, h, of the clads for the corresponding powder flow rates and the
scanning speeds
Scanning
speed

Powder flow rate, f (g/s)
0.3

v (mm/s) h

0.6
Avg.

h

0.9
Avg.

h

1.2
Avg.

h

1.5
Avg.

h

Avg.

mm
1

1.029

1.465

1.813

2.165

2.298

1.032 1.027 1.631 1.498 1.861 1.805 2.199 2.164 2.478

2

1.021

1.398

1.841

2.128

2.412

0.779

1.310

1.691

1.919

2.086

0.814 0.786 1.331 1.307 1.721 1.667 2.002 1.925 2.247
0.765

1.280

1.589

43

1.854

2.081

2.396

2.138

3

0.584

0.711

1.489

1.912

1.696

0.616 0.598 0.738 0.709 1.623 1.532 1.921 1.877 1.846

4

0.594

0.679

1.484

1.798

1.711

0.390

0.523

1.349

1.761

1.871

0.431 0.414 0.601 0.556 1.572 1.444 1.768 1.755 1.901

5

0.422

0.543

1.411

1.736

1.877

0.422

0.463

1.276

1.559

1.806

0.439 0.430 0.500 0.483 1.337 1.290 1.672 1.611 1.885

6

0.429

0.486

1.257

1.602

1.664

0.544

0.415

1.206

1.548

1.698

0.574 0.550 0.432 0.426 1.311 1.218 1.577 1.554 1.802

7

0.532

0.431

1.137

1.537

1.729

0.150

0.197

0.569

1.227

1.660

0.156 0.151 0.217 0.201 0.591 0.583 1.440 1.339 1.683

8

0.146

0.189

0.588

1.349

1.682

0.239

0.209

0.599

1.271

1.206

0.262 0.248 0.211 0.198 0.623 0.605 1.293 1.281 1.214

9

0.243

0.173

0.592

1.279

1.189

0.138

0.162

0.521

1.165

1.373

0.142 0.134 0.183 0.168 0.529 0.515 1.188 1.178 1.401

10

0.122

0.159

0.495

1.181

1.327

0.087

0.209

0.691

0.929

0.945
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1.751

1.883

1.785

1.743

1.675

1.203

1.367

0.091 0.088 0.221 0.217 0.706 0.694 0.968 0.946 1.006
0.085

0.220

0.685

0.941

0.957

0.920

Table 2.7 Widths, w, of the clads for the corresponding powder flow rates and the
scanning speeds
Powder flow rate, f (g/s)
Scanning
0.3

0.6

0.9

1.2

1.5

speed
w
v (mm/s)

Avg.

w

Avg.

w

Avg.

w

Avg.

w

Avg.

mm
11.88
1

2

3

4

5

11.93

12.29

12.98

13.71

11.91 11.92 11.98 11.98 12.21 12.22 12.91 12.96 13.76
11.98

12.03

12.15

12.99

13.79

11.85

11.91

12.23

12.89

13.65

11.92 11.90 12.01 11.96 12.21 12.21 12.81 12.88 13.72
11.94

11.97

12.19

12.94

13.64

11.78

11.89

12.22

12.78

13.60

11.83 11.83 11.99 11.93 12.16 12.19 12.87 12.79 13.58
11.89

11.92

12.19

12.72

13.63

11.71

11.75

12.09

12.66

13.61

11.85 11.81 12.02 11.88 12.19 12.15 12.69 12.71 13.55
11.88

11.87

12.17

12.79

13.47

10.65

11.79

12.11

12.61

13.40
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13.75

13.67

13.60

13.54

10.79 10.77 11.87 11.85 12.17 12.12 12.58 12.63 13.48

6

7

8

9

10

10.87

11.90

12.08

12.69

13.42

9.93

11.86

10.27

12.43

13.30

10.03 10.03 11.89 11.82 10.40 10.34 12.54 12.52 13.46
10.14

11.71

10.35

12.59

13.35

11.86

11.86

12.98

12.43

13.23

12.00 11.97 11.72 11.78 12.85 12.89 12.50 12.48 13.31
12.04

11.76

12.93

12.51

13.25

11.52

11.75

12.10

12.44

13.21

11.69 11.63 11.84 11.75 11.96 12.06 12.40 12.42 13.15
11.69

11.67

12.12

12.42

13.17

11.47

11.64

12.25

12.39

13.09

11.57 11.55 11.76 11.69 12.21 12.22 12.41 12.39 13.16
11.61

11.67

12.20

12.37

13.19

11.20

11.51

11.58

12.32

13.04

11.34 11.32 11.63 11.61 11.85 11.70 12.28 12.30 13.13
11.41

11.69

11.67

12.30

13.43

13.37

13.26

13.18

13.15

13.09

13.11

2.6.2.2. Experiments for the optimization of the processing parameters
Based on our previous studies, the plausible ranges of the processing parameters were
selected for the cladding with minimum porosity. The factors with their ranges are listed
in Table 2.8. For the full factorial design, the experiments were performed for all
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combinations of all the factors at all levels. A full factorial design is adopted to conduct
this study for three factors each at three levels that require 3x3x3= 27 runs. The measured
heights and widths of the clad are recorded in Table 2.9.
Table 2.8 Factors and their levels
Factor levels

Notation
Factors
(Units)

-1

0

1

Laser power

P (kW)

3.00

3.25

3.50

Scanning speed

V (mm/s)

4

6

8

Powder flow rate

f (g/s)

0.7

0.9

1.1

Table 2.9 Heights and widths of the clad at different factor levels
Experiments

Power

P, Scanning

Powder flow Clad height h Clad

nos.

kW

speed V, mm/s rate f, g/s

mm

w mm

1

3

4

0.7

1.77

11.81

2

3

4

0.9

2.23

12.74

3

3

4

1.1

2.39

12.95

4

3

6

0.7

1.49

11.64

5

3

6

0.9

1.72

11.76

6

3

6

1.1

2.19

12.12

7

3

8

0.7

1.15

11.50

8

3

8

0.9

1.32

11.63
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width

9

3

8

1.1

1.44

11.75

10

3.25

4

0.7

1.96

12.02

11

3.25

4

0.9

2.48

13.01

12

3.25

4

1.1

2.65

13.09

13

3.25

6

0.7

2.04

11.98

14

3.25

6

0.9

2.31

12.54

15

3.25

6

1.1

2.42

12.91

16

3.25

8

0.7

1.98

11.77

17

3.25

8

0.9

2.07

11.86

18

3.25

8

1.1

2.26

11.97

19

3.50

4

0.7

2.20

12.71

20

3.50

4

0.9

2.57

13.29

21

3.50

4

1.1

2.89

13.80

22

3.50

6

0.7

2.13

12.46

23

3.50

6

0.9

2.41

12.72

24

3.50

6

1.1

2.76

13.22

25

3.50

8

0.7

2.03

12.40

26

3.50

8

0.9

2.25

12.63

27

3.50

8

1.1

2.57

12.99
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2.6.2.3. Experiments for corrosion resistance with the rare earth elements
The experiments were conducted with cladding powder of the alloying elements as listed
in Table 2.4. Each combination of cladding powder was thoroughly mixed and
homogenized in a powder mixing device and the mixture was loaded in the powder feeder.
After cladding, the coupons were cross-sectioned as shown in Fig. 2.17 and mounted in EZ
epoxy resin with hardener.

Fig. 2.17 Sectioned coupons from the substrate
They were grinded and polished on silicon carbide papers ranging from 120 to 1200 grit
size. The coupons were further polished on a rotating wet velvet cloth disk using diamond
suspension of 1 μm particle size till a shining reflective surface obtained. The polished
surface was etched with 3HCl + 1HNO3 for microstructure analysis [17].
2.6.2.4. Electrochemical experiments
The coupons were held in alligator clips to allow the conduction of the current with the
cladded surface facing outward as illustrated in Fig. 2.18 a. The coupons in the clips were
further molded in resin along with the hardener all around except the cladded face as shown
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in Fig. 18 b. The potentiodynamic polarization tests were performed to determine the
corrosion resistance of the clad. The potentiodynamic polarization test is an
electrochemical corrosion measurement technique to study the corrosion behavior. In this
technique, the electrode potential is changed, and the current is monitored relative to time.
The anode process is governed by activation polarization control and the cathode process
is governed by the oxygen diffusion [18].
a

b

Fig. 2.18 a Coupons mounted in alligator clips b Ready for test with cladded face
exposed
a

b
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Fig. 2.19 a Corroded surface b Coupons removal after corrosion resistance testing
Anodic potentiodynamic polarization (APP) experiments were performed in naturally
aerated conditions at standard temperature using a classic three-electrodes conventional
flat cell containing 3.5 wt % NaCl solution prepared from ultra-pure deionized water. The
cell was equipped with two graphite rods, one as a counter electrode, and the other as a
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) or reference electrode. The cladded coupon acted as a
working electrode with an area of 1 cm x 1 cm. After polishing, the coupons were cleaned
in an ultra-sonic bath using methanol and deionized water separately for 5-15 minutes. The
APP tests were performed in a near neutral pH conditions (pH 6.91±0.25) with Versa II
potentiostat from EG & G Instruments, Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN.
Before commencement of scan, an open circuit potential (OCP) was stabilized for one hour.
After achieving the stable state, a scan was initiated by increasing the potential by 1 mV/s
in the anodic direction, from -150 mV (SCE) relative to OCP and the scan was terminated
at the final potential of +100 mV (SCE). From the polarization plot, the corrosion current
density (ICorr), corrosion potential (ECorr), and anodic (a) and cathodic (c) slopes were
evaluated by using Tafel extrapolation method [19]. ECorr depicts the stability of the surface
thermodynamically in the exposed corrosive environment. ICorr determines the degree of
corrosion rate. The corroded surface is shown in Fig. 19 a. After the completion of the
tests, the coupons were removed for further corrosion evaluation as shown in Fig. 2.19 b.
For the reliability and reproducibility of results, the corrosion experiments were repeated
three times and the averages are presented in Table 2.10.
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Table 2.10 Data extrapolated from Tafel and anodic polarization curves

Specimen

Substrate

ECorr

ICorr

βa

βc

CEF

Rp

mVSCE

µA/cm2

mV/decade

mV/decad

%

KΩ-

vs SCE

e vs SCE

141 ± 0.92

137 ± 1.10

-620±1.51

3.01 ± 0.08

cm2

0 ± 2.06

10.04
±
0.77

40 % Ni +

-442±1.01

0.50 ± 0.05

48 ± 1.07

38 ± 3.61

60 % WC

83.39 ±

18.44

2.52

±
1.19

39 % Ni +

-348±1.19

0.10 ± 0.08

37 ± 0.66

31 ± 1.83

60 % WC +

96.68 ±

73.34

4.00

±

1% La2O3

38 % Ni +

1.87

-409±2.11

0.30 ± 0.05

103 ± 0.69

60 % WC +
2 % La2O3

98 ± 2.72

90.03 ±

72.78

2.86

±
0.97
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39 % Ni +

-371±1.15

0.32 ± 0.05

79 ± 0.82

67 ± 1.84

60 % WC +

89.37 ±

49.26

2.79

±

1% CeO2

0.84

38 % Ni +
60 % WC +

-413±1.07

0.46 ± 0.07

106 ± 0.95

96 ± 2.37

2 % CeO2

84.72

47.61 ±

± 3.61

0.89

2.6.3. Microhardness measurements
The Vickers microhardness of substrate, 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC, and with La2O3 and
CeO2 coupons were measured on Clark Microhardness Tester (CM-700AT) for 15 seconds
and 300 GF load as shown in Fig. 2.20. The measurements were taken at three locations
on each clad and their averages are recorded in the Table 2.11.
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Fig. 2.20 Microhardness tester
Table 2.11 Microhardness for the substrate and the coupons

Substrate

Coupon #

Coupon #

Coupon #

Coupon #

1

2

3

4

60%Ni/40%WC

156

457

491

485

482

478

151

463

494

489

473

475

155

459

490

487

485

477

149

455

487

488

478

473

153

452

488

491

480

480

150

459

489

492

483

475

Std.Dev.=2.80

3.78

2.48

2.58

4.26

2.50
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Avg. = 152.33

457.50

489.83

488.67

480.17

476.33

2.7. Software and interfaces used
A number of softwares interfaced with different equipments are used in this study.
2.7.1. KUKA smartPAD
The SoftPLC software is interfaced with KUKA smartPAD for the precision movement of
its head.
2.7.2. Corrosion testing equipment
The corrosion testing machine uses VersaStudio software which is a GUI based menu
driven software for displaying all the parameters and the plots. It also allows to save the
data to a file or to transport it for analysis.
2.7.4. Optimization software
The Design Ease software version 11.0.5.0 is used for the ANOVA and plots in the analysis
of the experimental data.
2.7.5. ESM software
Zeiss SmartSEM software interfaced with ver. 5.07 is used in the scanning electron
microscope, Leo 1450VPSE for image and data acquisition.
2.7.6. XRD software
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The software files of international standards established by Joint Committee of Powder
Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) were used to compare the peaks of the diffraction data files
for phase identification in XRD, Rigaku II Ultima X-ray diffractrometer.
2.7.7. EDS software
Edax Genesis ver. 5.21 is used in EDS for data collection.
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Chapter 3
OPTIMIZATION OF PROCESSING PARAMETERS IN LASER CLADDING
USING HIGH POWER DIRECT DIODE LASER
3.1. Canonical approach
There had been numerous studies to determine the effect of the process parameters on the
quality of the clad [1]. In this study, the laser cladding process dynamics and process
parameters are discussed using three different approaches.
The clad heights versus the scanning speeds are plotted in Fig. 3.1 for the powder flow
rates of 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, and 1.5 g/s each with the scanning speeds of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, and 10 m/s using the experimental data from Table 2.6 and Table 2.7. It is observed that
as the scanning speed increases, the clad height increases, and as the powder flow rate
increases, the clad height increases which is in agreement with our previous studies.

Clad height vs scanning speed
f = 0.3 g/s

f = 0.6 g/s

f = 0.9 g/s

f = 1.2 g/s

f = 1.5 g/s

3

Clad height, mm

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

2

4

6
Scanning speed, mm/s
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8

10

12

Fig. 3.1 Clad height versus the scanning speed for different powder flow rates
The volume of the powder deposited, Q, is calculated for each clad as recorded in Table
3.1 and presented by the bar chart in Fig. 3.2.
Table 3.1 Deposited volume
Scanning
Q (mm3)
Speed
V, mm/s

lnV

f = 0.3 g/s

f = 0.6 g/s

f = 0.9 g/s

f = 1.2 g/s

f = 1.5 g/s

1

0

367.255

538.381

661.713

841.363

988.35

2

0.693

280.602

468.952

610.622

743.82

876.794

3

1.099

212.230

253.751

560.252

720.205

714.408

4

1.386

146.680

198.158

526.338

669.1815

764.875

5

1.609

138.933

171.707

469.044

610.408

719.177

6

1.792

165.495

151.056

377.824

583.682

699.117

7

1.946

54.224

71.033

225.446

501.322

666.315

8

2.079

86.527

69.795

218.889

477.301

475.666

9

2.197

46.431

58.918

188.799

437.863

539.282

10

2.303

29.885

75.581

243.594

349.074

375.814
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Clad volume vs scanning speed
1200
1000

Q (mm3)

800

f = 0.3 g/s
f = 0.6 g/s

600

f = 0.9 g/s

400

f = 1.2 g/s
200

f = 1.5 g/s

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

V (mm/s)

Fig. 3.2 Clad volume versus the scanning speed for different powder flow rates
For each powder flow rate, the volume of the powder deposited is plotted against the
scanning speed on a log-log scale as presented in Fig. 3.3. The different curves were
attempted to fit the data and the best one found to be the line on a log-log plot. For example,
for the powder flow rate = 0.6 g/s,
lnV = −1.0429lnQ + 6.609

R2 = 0.9089

Eq. (1)

where V is the scanning speed in mm/s, Q is volume of powder deposited in mm 3. The
slope of the line is –1.0429 with an intercept of 6.609. The Equations are listed in the Table
2 for the different powder flow rates along with the values of the R2, the slopes and the
intercepts.
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ln vs lnQ
f = 0.3 g/s

f = 0.6 g/s

f = 0.9 g/s

f = 1.2 g/s

f = 1.5 g/s

Linear (f = 0.6 g/s)

7.0
6.5
6.0

lnV

5.5
5.0

y = -1.0429x + 6.609
R² = 0.9089

4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

lnQ

Fig. 3.3 Plot of V versus Q for different f on a log-log scale
In general, the equations in Table 3.2 are of the form
lnV = −nlnQ + lnC
On simplification,
VQn = C

Eq. (2)

Eq. (2) is similar to tool life expectancy equation developed by F. W Taylor in 1906. The
exponent n, is the slope of the line on log-log plot. The slope of line on log-log plot is
negative which shows that as the scanning speed increases, the volume of powder deposited
decreases. The intercept C, is the value of the scanning speed in mm/s when the amount of
the powder deposited is 1 mm3. The values of n and C are listed in Table 3.3 for the different
powder flow rates. Eq. (2) is named as Kovacevic’s equation, in honor of Radovan
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Kovacevic , a pioneer in the study of laser cladding with extensive research work and
publications.
The n and C are functions of powder flow rates. As the powder flow rate increases, the
value of both n and C increase indicating that the volume of powder deposited increases.
With an increase in the powder flow rates, the corresponding straight lines on a log-log
plot shift upward as well as rotate slightly counter clockwise relative to each other. The
upward shift is due to the increase in the value of the intercept C, and the rotation is due to
the increase in the value of the exponent n.
Table 3.2 Values of R2, n, and C
Powder flow rate, f, in
The fitted equation

R2

n

C

0.7982

0.9975

6.2688

0.9089

1.0429

6.6090

0.7647

0.5749

6.7816

0.8306

0.3381

6.8645

0.7396

0.3382

7.0001

g/s
lnV = – 0.9975lnQ +
0.3
6.2688
lnV = – 1.0429lnQ +
0.6
6.6090
lnV = – 0.5749lnQ +
0.9
6.7816
lnV = – 0.3381lnQ +
1.2
6.8645
lnV = – 0.3382lnQ +
1.5
7.0001
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From the visual inspection of the clad, it was observed that the best quality clads were
attained for the flow rate of 0.9 g/s, laser power of 3.2 kW and the scanning speed of 6
mm/s at the room temperature of 300oK.
3.2. Non-dimensional approach
In addition to the laser power, the scanning speed, and the powder flow rates, there are
several other variables present in laser cladding are stand-off distance, carrier gas flow rate,
coefficient of power absorption, the difference in temperature between the melting point
and the room temperature, the density of the powder, the specific heat and the latent heat
of fusion of the powder and the substrate.
h = f(P, f, V, ΔTm , Cp , Lf , ρ, )

Eq. (3)

An attempt is made to combine these variables into the non-dimensional terms. Using the
non-dimensional analysis, one of the term found to be P/(fV2). It was observed from Fig.
3.1 that increasing the powder flow rate, f, increases the clad height, h, but this term
contradicts it.
The author has tackled this problem with a different approach for integrating the variables
into non-dimensional terms. The author has broken the cladding process into two main
parts namely, the material delivery, and the energy delivery and analyzed them separately.
3.2.1 Material delivery
The dependent variable in the material delivery is the height (h) and the width of the clad
(w) and the independent variables are the powder flow rate (f), the scanning speed (V), and
the powder density (). The total number of variables are four and three fundamental units
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are M (mass), L (distance), and T (time). According to Buckingham’s (-theorem, the
number of non-dimensional terms = 4 – 3 = 1.
π = hV a . f b . ρc
Substituting the dimensions of the independent variables,
M 0 . L0 . T 0 = L(LT −1 )a . (MT −1 )b . (ML−3 )c
M 0 . L0 . T 0 = L1+a −3c . M b +c . MT −a− b
Equating the exponents on both side,1 + a – 3c = 0, b + c = 0, and –a – b =0, and after
solving, a = c =1/2, and b = -1/2.
π = h. f 1/2 . ρ−1/2
f 1/2

h = C1 [ρV]

Eq. (4)

where C1 is a constant of proportionately.

Clad height vs (f/V)0.5
3

Height h, mm

2.5
2

y = 3.5998x - 1.0584
R² = 0.9725

1.5

V = 1 to 10 mm/s

1
0.5
0
0

0.2

0.4

(0.9/V)0.5

0.6

0.8

1

{(g/mm)0.5}

Fig. 3.4 Plot of clad height versus (mass flow rate/velocity)0.5
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The experimental values are plotted as shown in Fig. 3.4 for the powder flow rate of 0.9
g/s. It shows a linear relationship between the clad height and (f/V)0.5. The high R2 value
indicates a very strong linearity confirming the validity of the Eq. (4). It confirms that as
the scanning velocity decreases, the clad height increases for a given powder flow rate.
3.2.2. Energy delivery
The dependent variable in energy delivery is the height of the clad and the independent
variables are the scanning speed, the powder density, the temperature difference between
melting point and the substrate temperature (Tm = Tmelting – Tsubstrate) , the specific heat
capacity, the absorptivity, and the latent heat of fusion.
h = f(V, ΔTm , Cp , Lf , P, ρ, )

Eq. (5)

The total number of variables are eight and there is an additional fundamental unit,
temperature (t). According to Buckingham’s  theorem, the number of non-dimensional
terms = 8 – 4 = 4.
π1 = f(π2 , π3 , π4 )
Taking V, z, ΔTm, and  as the repeating variables,
π1 = PV a hb . ρc ΔTm d
Substituting the dimensions of the independent variables,
M 0 . L0 . T 0 = (ML2 T −3 )(LT −1 )a . (L)b . (ML−3 )c t d
M 0 . L0 . T 0 t 0 = L2 + a + b −3c . M1 + c . T −3− a t d
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Equating the exponents on both side, 2 + a + b – 3c = 0, 1 + c = 0, d = 0, and – 3 – a = 0,
and after solving, a = - 3, c = - 1, and b = - 2.
π1 = (P − Pc )V −3 ℎ−2 . ρ−1
and
π2 = Cp . V a . ℎb . ρc ΔTm d
Substituting the dimensions of the variables,
M 0 . L0 . T 0 = (L2 T −2 t −1 )(LT −1 )a . (L)b . (ML−3 )c . t d
M 0 . L0 . T 0 = L2 + a + b −3c . M c . T −2− a . t −1 + d
Equating the exponents on both side, 2 + a + b – 3c = 0, c = 0, d = 1, and – 2 – a = 0, and
after solving, a = - 2, c = 0, d = 0, and b = 0.
π2 = Cp 𝑉 −2 ΔTm
and
π3 = Lf . V a . ℎb . ρc ΔTm d
Substituting the dimensions of the variables,
M 0 . L0 . T 0 = (L2 T −2 )(LT −1 )a . (L)b . (ML−3 )c . t d
M 0 . L0 . T 0 = L2 + a + b −3c . M c . T −2− a . t d
Equating the exponents on both side, 2 + a + b – 3c = 0, c = 0, d = 0, and – 2 – a = 0, and
after solving, a = - 2, c = 0, d = 0, and b = 0.
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π3 = Lf 𝑉 −2
and
π4 = 
Thus,
PV −3 h−2 . ρ−1 = f(Cp 𝑉 −2 ΔTm , Lf 𝑉 −2 , )
There will be no cladding if there is no laser or no powder available. Thus; the laser power
and the absorptivity cannot be in denominator.

ℎ = C2 [ ρC

1/2

Lf P
p𝑉

3 ΔT
m

]

Eq. (6)

where C2 is a constant of proportionately.

Clad height vs {(P-Pc)/V}0.5
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Fig. 3.5 Plot of clad height versus (power/velocity)0.5
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The experimental values are plotted as shown in Fig. 3.5 for the laser power of 3.258 kW.
It shows a linear relationship between the clad height and (3258/V)0.5. The high R2 value
indicates a very strong linearity confirming the validity of the Eq. (3). It verifies that as the
laser power decreases, the clad height increases for a given laser power.
The Eqs (4) and (6) provide the relationship between the height of the clad and the major
parameters that govern it. Since the cladding is process of a marriage between the material
delivery and the energy delivery, the two equations are merged to determine the overall
height of the clad. The two Eqs for h have the units of length, so taking the square root of
the product will restore the dimension of the length upon combining them, The material
delivery and the laser power delivery together will yield the height of the clad as,
Pf

Lf

ℎ = C [ V4 . {ρ2C

p ΔTm

1/4

}]

Eq. (7)

where C is a new constant of proportionately. The values within the curly bracket on the
right hand side of the Eq. (4) are material properties of the cladding powder and can be
found from the material’s hand book. The Eq. (7) is compatible with the fact that in the
absence of power or powder, there is no deposition.
3.3. Statistical approach using response surface methodology
The experimental data is analyzed with Design Ease software version 11.0.5.0. for this
study using the RSM [2]. The high level of the factors are coded as +1 and low levels are
coded as – 1. The experiments run order was randomized for the robustness. The regression
model of second order was used to analyze the data and is expressed in the Eq. (8).
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𝑦 = o +  j. xj + ij. xi. xj + 

Eq. (8)

where ij = 0, 1, 2, 3 are regression coefficients for our study and  is the statistical error.
The main effects are represented by xj and their interactions are represented by xixj [3].
3.3.1. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the response factors
In accordance with the Eq (8), from the Design Ease software version 11.0.5.0, the
ANOVA for the height, width, aspect ratio, dilution ratio, and microhardness of the clad
are presented in Table 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 respectively. The values of F-value, p-value,
significant terms, R2, the difference between adjusted R2 and predicted R2, and Adeq
precision are also summarized in Table 3.8.

Table 3.3 ANOVA for Response 1: Height of the clad
Transform: None

Source

SS

df

MS

Model

4.78

6 0.7962

P

2.11

1

V

0.8933

F

1.32

2.11

F-value p-value
76.17 < 0.0001 Significant
202.32

1 0.8933
1

< 0.0001

85.46 < 0.0001

1.32

126.56 < 0.0001

PV

0.2160

1 0.2160

20.66

0.0002

VF

0.0752

1 0.0752

7.19

0.0143

P2

0.1547

1 0.1547

14.80

0.0010

Residual 0.2091 20 0.0105
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Cor total

4.99 26

Table 3.4 ANOVA for Response 2: Width of the clad
Transform: None
Source

SS

df

MS

F-value p-value

Model

9.29

4

2.32

P

3.85

1

3.85

118.73 < 0.0001

V

2.66

1

2.66

82.13 < 0.0001

F

2.35

1

2.35

72.69 < 0.0001

VF

0.4256

71.67 < 0.0001 Significant

1 0.4256

13.14

0.0015

Residual 0.7126 22 0.0324
Cor total

10.00 26

Table 3.5 ANOVA for Response 3: Aspect ratio of the clad
Transform: None

Source

SS

df

MS

F-value p-value

Model

37.45

5

7.49

32.47

0.0001 Significant

P

15.63

1

15.63

67.78

0.0001

V

6.29

1

6.29

27.26

0.0001

F

6.85

1

6.85

26.69

0.0001

PV

5.17

1

5.17

22.44

0.0001

P2

3.51

1

3.51

15.20

0.0008
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Residual

4.84 21 0.1456

Cor total 42.29 26

Table 3.6 ANOVA for Response 4: Dilution ratio of the clad
Transform: None

Source

SS

df

MS

F-value p-value

Model

0.0771

7 0.0110

P

0.0053

1 0.0053

5.78

0.0265

V

0.0001

1 0.0001

0.1636

0.6904

F

0.0343

1 0.0343

PV

0.0050

1 0.0050

5.53

0.0296

PF

0.0041

1 0.0041

4.52

0.0468

VF

0.0102

1 0.0102

11.15

0.0034

V2

0.0180

1 0.0180

19.69

0.0003

12.07 < 0.0001 Significant

37.66 < 0.0001

Residual 0.0173 19 0.0009
Cor total 0.0944 26

Table 3.7 ANOVA for Response 5: Microhardness of the clad
Transform: None

Source

SS

Model

2153.42

6

358.90

137.78

1

137.78

P

df

MS

F-value p-value

72

16.56 < 0.0001 Significant
6.36

0.0203

V

105.12

F

1032.09

1

105.12

4.85

0.0395

1 1032.09

47.62 < 0.0001

PV

221.88

1

221.88

10.24

0.0045

VF

132.00

1

132.00

6.09

0.0227

V2

524.54

1

524.54

residual

433.51 20

21.68

24.20 < 0.0001

Cor total 2586.93 26

Table 3.8 ANOVA of response factors

Adeq
Factors

Significant terms R2

F-value

precision

R2pred–

p-

value
R2adj.

value

(signal/noise)
P, V, F, PV, VF,
1. Height

76.17

0.0001

0.9581 <0.2

32.14>4

0.0001 P, V, F, VF

0.9287 <0.2

31.20>4

0.0001 P, V, F, PV, V2

0.8855 <0.2

21.06>4

0.8164 <0.2

14.09>4

0.8324 <0.2

15.15>4

P2
2. Width

71.67

3. Aspect ratio 32.47
4.

Dilution

P, F, PV, PF, VF,
12.07

0.0001

ratio

V2

5.

P, V, F, PV, VF,
16.56

Microhardness

0.0001
V2
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3.3.2. Fitted and coded Equations

The fitted and coded Equations for all the responses are listed in Table 3.9. The coded
Equation helps identifying the relative impact of the factors by comparing the factor
coefficients.

Table 3.9 Fitted and coded response Equations

1. Height

Fitted

ℎ = −25.74 + 16.46𝑃 − 0.81𝑉 + 2.54𝐹 + 0.27𝑃𝑉 −
0.20𝑉𝐹 − 2.57𝑃2

Coded ℎ = 2.24 + 0.34𝑃 − 0.22𝑉 + 0.27𝐹 + 0.13𝑃𝑉 −
0.08𝑉𝐹 − 0.16𝑃2
2. Width

Fitted

𝑤 = 3.39 + 1.85𝑃 + 0.23𝑉 + 4.63𝐹 − 0.47𝑉𝐹

Coded 𝑤 = 12.42 + 0.46𝑃 − 0.38𝑆 + 0.36𝐹 − 0.19𝑉𝐹
3. Aspect ratio

Fitted

𝐴𝑅 = 122.25 − 75.35𝑃 + 4.56𝑉 − 3.08𝐹 − 1.31𝑃𝑉 +
12.23𝑃2

Coded 𝐴𝑅 = 5.55 − 0.93𝑃 + 0.59𝑉 − 0.62𝐹 − 0.66𝑃𝑉 + 0.77𝑃2

4.

Dilution Fitted

𝐷𝑅 = −0.79 + 0.65𝑃 − 0.10𝑉 + 0.55𝐹 − 0.04𝑃𝑉 −
0.37𝑃𝐹 + 0.07𝑉𝐹 + 0.14𝑉 2

ratio

Coded 𝐷𝑅 = 0.22 + 0.02𝑃 − 0.003𝑉 − 0.04𝐹 − 0.02𝑃𝑉 −
0.02𝑃𝐹 + 0.03𝑉𝐹 + 0.06𝑉 2
5.
Microhardness

Fitted

𝐻 = 530.14 − 62.67𝑃 + 6.35𝑉 + 87.61𝐹 + 8.60𝑃𝑉 −
8.29𝑉𝐹 − 2.34𝑉 2
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Coded 𝐻 = 482.22 − 2.77𝑃 − 2.42𝑉 + 7.57𝐹 + 4.30𝑃𝑉 −
3.32𝑉𝐹 − 9.35𝑉 2

In Table 3.8, the Fisher value (F-value), which is a ratio between group interaction and
within group variation, for all the responses indicates that the model is significant. P-value
= 0.0001 means that there is a 0.01% chance that an F-value this large could occur due to
noise. The p-value less than 0.05 for the factor implies that the model term is significant
and a value greater than 0.10 represent that the term is insignificant [4]. The insignificant
terms are dropped to improve the model but the main effect term cannot be dropped due to
its interactions with other factors in order to support the hierarchy. The high values of R 2
indicates the strong agreement between the experimental and the predicted values. The
predicted R2 and adjusted R2 are in agreement as the difference between them is less than
0.2. The Adeq precision measures signal to noise ratio and its value greater than 4 for all
the response factors demonstrates that the model is adequate.

3.3.3. Results and discussion

3.3.3.1. Clad height

The perturbation and 3D surface plots for clad height are shown in Figs. 3.6 (a) and (b)
respectively. The Fig. 3.6 (a) shows that the clad height decreases as the scanning speed
increases. It can be attributed to the fact that the lesser powder is reached to the molten
pool as scanning speed increases. The effect of laser power and powder flow rate is positive
to increase the clad height. The effect of powder flow rate is more pronounced than the
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laser power. The Fig. 3.6 (b) shows the variation of the clad height as a hyperbolic
paraboloid. The Figs. 3.7 (a), (b), and (c) show the variation of clad height at different
powder flow rates. They show that the clad height reached its optimum value at higher
powder flow rate, lower scanning speed and higher power level. In Fig. 3.7 (c), the power
more than 3.4 kW is excessive and did not contribute to the clad height.

A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed
C-Powder flow rate

Fig. 3.6 (a) Perturbation plot and (b) 3D surface plot for clad height

Fig. 3.7 Contour plots of clad height for (a) F = 0.7, (b) F = 0.9, and (c) F = 1.1 g/s
3.3.3.2. Clad width
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The perturbation and 3D surface plots for clad width are shown in Figs. 3.8 (a) and (b)
respectively. The perturbation plot compares the effects of all the parameters at a particular
point in the design space. In perturbation plot, the response is plotted by varying only one
factor over its range while holding all the other factors constant. The Fig. 3.8 (a) shows
that the clad width decreases as the scanning speed increases. Again, it can be attributed to
the fact that the lesser powder is delivered to the molten pool as scanning speed increases.
The effect of laser power and powder flow rate is positive to increase the clad width. The
Fig. 3.8 (b) shows the variation of the clad width as a hyperbolic paraboloid. The Figs. 3.9
(a), (b), and (c) show the variation of clad width at different powder flow rates. They show
that the clad width reaches its optimum value at higher powder flow rate, lower scanning
speed and higher power level. In Fig. 3.9 (a), the power is not sufficient to melt all the fed
powder particles resulting in a lower clad width. The Fig. 3.9 (b) and (c) show that as the
laser power increases the clad width increases.

A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed
C-Powder flow rate

Fig. 3.8 (a) Perturbation plot and (b) 3D surface plot for clad width
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Fig. 3.9 Contour plots of clad width for (a) F = 0.7, (b) F = 0.9, and (c) F = 1.1 g/s
3.3.3.3. Clad aspect ratio

The perturbation and 3D surface plots for clad aspect ratio were shown in Figs. 3.10 (a)
and (b) respectively. The increase in the clad width or a decrease in the clad height
improves the aspect ratio. The Fig. 3.10 (a) shows that the clad aspect ratio decreases as
the powder flow rate increases. Increasing the powder flow rate or increasing the scanning
speed reduces the powder deposited per unit length of the track resulting in a clad of
reduced height. However, the track width is invariant with the powder deposited, thus; the
increase in the scanning speed improves the aspect ratio [5]. By comparing the Fig. 3.8 (a)
and 3.10 (a), it is found that as the powder flow rate increases the height of the clad
increases more than the width when the interactions with the other factors are taken into
account. The increase in scanning speed does not improve the aspect ratio. The effect of
laser power is negative till the center point of the design and turns negative afterwards.
After the center point, the aspect ratio improves because, at higher values of power, its
effect is more pronounced on the height than that on the width of the clad. The Fig. 3.10
(b) shows the variation of aspect ratio as an elliptic paraboloid concave upward. The Figs.
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3.11 (a), (b), and (c) show the variation of the aspect ratio at different levels of the powder
flow rate.

A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed
C-Powder flow rate

Fig.
3.10 (a) Perturbation plot and (b) 3D surface plot for clad aspect ratio

Fig. 3.11 Contour plots of clad aspect ratio for (a) F = 0.7, (b) F = 0.9, and (c) F = 1.1 g/s
3.3.3.4. Clad dilution ratio

The perturbation plot in Fig. 3.10 (a) shows that the clad dilution ratio decreases as the
scanning speed increases till the center point of the design because the absorption of laser
power is lower at higher scanning speed. The effect of laser power is positive for the clad
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dilution ratio. It can be discerned by the fact that as the laser power increases, the molten
pool size increases and penetrates deeper into the substrate increasing the dilution. The
effect of powder flow rate is negative for the clad dilution ratio because as the powder flow
rate increases, the more laser power is consumed to melt the powder and lesser available
to molten pool to dilute. The Fig. 3.10 (b) shows the variation of dilution ratio as an elliptic
parabaloid concave upward. The Figs. 3.11 (a), (b), and (c) show the variation of the clad
dilution ratio at different levels of the powder flow rate. They show that the dilution ratio
reaches its optimum value at higher powder flow rate, higher scanning speed and lower
power level. The increase in clad height is sharper than that of clad width. In Fig. 3.11 (c),
the power more than 2.9 kW is excessive and does not contribute to the clad height. The
increase in scanning speed and the powder flow rate reduces the dilution ratio.

A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed
C-Wire feed rate

Fig. 3.12 (a) Perturbation plot and (b) 3D surface plot for clad dilution ratio
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Fig. 3.13 Contour plots of clad dilution ratio for (a) F =0.3, (b) F =0.9, and (c) F =1.5 g/s
3.3.3.5 Clad microhardness

The perturbation and 3D surface plots for clad hardness are shown in Figs. 3.14 (a) and (b)
respectively. The Fig. 3.14 (a) shows that the clad hardness increases as the scanning speed
increases till the center point of the design and then it decreases with further increase in the
scanning speed. It can be ascribed to the fact that the lesser powder is delivered to the
molten pool as scanning speed increases till the center point. The effect of laser power is
negative on the clad hardness. It can be attributed to the fact that as the laser power
increases, the cooling rate decreases resulting in lower microhardness. The increase in
powder flow rate increases the microhardness significantly because as the powder flow rate
increases, the more powder is deposited. The increase in the scanning speed till the center
point increases the microhardness due to the increase in cooling rate. The Fig. 3.14 (b)
shows the variation of hardness as an elliptic paraboloid concave downward. The Figs.
3.15 (a), (b), and (c) show that isohards, curves of same hardness, are formed in the laser
power versus the scanning speed plot. The increase in microhardness is sharper for the
increasing scanning speed till the center of the design. In the lower part of the semi-
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parabola, the laser power dominates over the scanning speed, so the hardness increases. In
the upper part of the semi-parabola, the scanning speed dominates the laser power, so the
hardness decreases. In essence, at a particular power, the micohardness increases with the
scanning speed for the lower values of scanning speeds, and decreases for the higher
values.

A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed
C-Wire feed rate

Fig. 3.14 (a) Perturbation plot and (b) 3D surface plot for clad microhardness

Fig. 3.15 Contour plots of clad microhardness for (a) F =0.3, (b) F =0.6, and (c) F=1.5 g/s

3.3.4. Validation of the developed model
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The normal plot of residuals are shown in the Figs. 3.16 (a), (b), and (c). There is no
prominent hook on the left or the right tail. There is no sharp upward or downward curves
or flattening at either extremes indicating that data is not skewed. The points lie close to
straight lines indicating that data are approximately normally distributed. The errors are
normally distributed and the model equations are appropriate as the residuals are
distributed along a diagonal straight line.
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Fig. 3.16 Normal Plot of Residuals of clad
a height b width c aspect ratio,

Fig. 3.17 Predicted vs. Actual plots of
clad a height b width c aspect ratio

d dilution ratio e microhardness

d dilution ratio e microhardness

The predicted versus actual plots show the effect of the model and compares it against the
null model. The predicted values from the fitted Eqs in Table 3.9 are in agreement with the
experimental values as shown in the Figs. 3.17 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. The points are
normally scattered along the 45o line. Additionally, four new experiments, listed in Table
3.10, were carried out within the domain of the chosen factors. The experiment numbers 1
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and 2 when compared to the original runs confirm the reproducibility. The experiment
numbers 3 to 4 validates the reliability of the developed model within 5% errors.
Table 3.10 Confirmation tests
ExperiFactor levels

Responses

ments #
Laser
Power (P,
kW)

Scanning
Powder flow

Clad

Clad

Aspect

rate (F, g/s)

height

width

ratio

2.73

12.94

4.74

2.65

13.09

4.94

Error %

3.02

1.15

4.05

Actual

2.73

12.74

4.67

2.42

12.91

5.34

Error %

1.28

1.32

12.55

Actual

2.50

13.42

2.97

Predicted

2.63

13.07

3.31

Error %

4.94

2.68

10.27

Actual

2.21

12.88

3.11

Predicted

2.32

12.56

3.76

Error %

4.74

13.88

17.29

speed (S,
mm/s)
Actual
Original

1

3.25

4

1.1
run

Original
2

3.5

6

1.1
run

3

4

3.00

3.10

4

5

1.1

0.9
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3.3.5. Optimization and solutions
One of the solution to optimize the multiple responses is the use of the desirability function
D(x).
𝐷(𝑥) = ∏𝑛𝑖(𝑑𝑖 )
where di are the responses and n is number of responses [6].
For maximum,
di = 0 if response < low value
di = 0 to 1 if response varies from low to high value
di = 1 if response > high value
For minimum,
di = 1 if response < low value
di = 1 to 0 if response varies from low to high value
di = 0 if response > high value
𝐷(𝑥) = (𝑤 ∗ ℎ ∗ 𝐴𝑅 ∗ 𝐷𝑅 ∗ 𝐻)1/5
The desirability function combines the different responses into one complex function. The
complex function is optimized to provide the best value of compromise in a desirable joint
response [7]. The desirability function takes into account the response’s variances and uses
genetic algorithms [8]. Its value ranges between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates an undesirable
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response and 1 indicates a completely desirable response. In our research, the objective is
to maximize clad’s width, height, aspect ratio, hardness and to minimize the dilution ratio
for the chosen range of the laser power, the scanning speed and the powder flow rate. The
graphical optimization is represented in the form of overlay plots. The overlay plots are
very useful in the industry to select the values for the cladding parameters to achieve a
target response for a particular type of powder. The graphical overlay plot for the
desirability and the numerical optimization contour plots or 3D surfaces for the aspect ratio
are shown in Fig. 3.18 (a) and (b) respectively. The numerical optimization is useful when
multiple factors are analyzed for multiple responses. It is observed that the maximum
desirability of 0.99 is achieved for a scanning speed close to 6.19 mm/s and the powder
flow rate of 0.92 g/s. Few possible optimum solutions obtained from the Design Ease
software version 11.0.5.0 are listed in Table 3.11. The most desirable solution is for P =
3.28 kW, S = 6.19 mm/s, and F = 0.92 g/s.

Fig. 3.18 Optimization curves (a) Graphical overlay plot for desirability, D(x) and (b)
Numerical 3D surface plot for aspect ratio at F = 0.92 g/s and P = 3.28 kW
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Table 3.11 Optimum solutions from Design Ease
No. Power Scanning Powder Width
Speed

Height Aspect Dilution Micro-

flow

ratio

ratio

Desira-

hardness bility

rate
1

3.010

6.850

0.724 11.562

1.405

8.209

0.237

474.978

0.980

2

3.000

6.000

1.100 12.317

2.009

6.627

0.182

492.561

0.978

3

3.250

8.000

0.700 11.860

1.826

6.755

0.291

466.200

0.975

4

3.105

6.009

0.755 11.866

1.790

6.796

0.238

478.307

0.956

5

3.073

6.973

0.834 11.813

1.686

7.311

0.236

477.351

0.946

6

3.144

6.249

0.777 11.964

1.870

6.572

0.238

478.308

0.932

7

3.387

4.445

0.976 13.162

2.623

4.851

0.249

478.970

0.905

8

3.454

5.994

0.794 12.605

2.271

5.622

0.270

475.953

0.967

3.4. Conclusions
In this study, the effect of three processing parameters the laser power, scanning speed, and
the powder flow rate are investigated in laser cladding using 40 wt.% Ni/60 wt.% WC
powder. A relationship between the volume of powder deposited and the scanning speed
is established by the formula, VQn = C, for laser cladding of steels. The values of exponent
n and constant C varies linearly with powder flow rate, f.
The full factorial design is adopted and the optimization is carried out by response surface
methodology. From the statistical analysis, the following conclusions were made:
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The relationships were established to predict the height, width, aspect ratio, dilution ratio,
and microhardness of the clad. The predicted values concurred with the experimental
results. The clad height, width, dilution ratio decrease as the scanning speed increases. The
increase in the scanning speed improves aspect ratio. The increase in laser power increases
the height, width, but decreases the aspect ratio. The effect of the laser power is more
pronounced on the height of the clad if the interactions of power with the other factors are
taken into account. The increase in powder flow rate increases the height, width, but
decreases the aspect ratio till the center point of the design.
The desirability function demonstrates a laser power of close to 3.28 kW, the powder flow
rate of 0.92 g/s and, and the scanning speed greater than 6.19 mm/s are the optimal values.
The results could be of great significance to serve a guideline for the laser cladding using
Ni/WC powder in the future study. The developed overlay plots from graphical
optimization can be used as a technical reference for the operators in the workshop for laser
cladding with Ni/WC powder.
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Chapter 4
TAILORING CORROSION RESISTANCE OF LASER-CLADDED Ni/WC SURFACE
BY ADDING RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
4.1. Introduction
Ferrous alloys are the most widely used material in engineering applications but its
hardness, wear, and corrosion resistance limits its applications in the extreme conditions.
The choice of corrosion control depends on economics, the environments, and the technical
limitations. The protective coating is the most popular method to control the corrosion
resistance [1]. The Ni-based alloys combined with other reinforced particles have become
very attractive due to their excellent wear and corrosion resistance [2]. The combination of
the mechanical properties of Ni and WC makes Ni-WC most desirable in the engineering
applications having harsh environments with high loads [3]. The corrosion resistance of
steel improves effectively by laser cladding of 304ss/Al2O3 composite coating on its
surface [4]. The cracks and pores are often observed in overlapping region of the coatings
with metallurgical bond to the substrate [5]. The corrosion behavior of steel depends on
the ageing and composition of the coating [6]. A more porous coupon suffers more
corrosion because of the greater surface area exposed to the environment [7]. The corrosion
behavior of a surface depends on the presence of local heterogeneity in the microstructure
over the various scales such as: 1) mesoscale or relative surface roughness, 2) macroscale
such as grain refinement, segregation, and presence of various phases, compositional
variation, 3) nano-scale like dislocation density, configuration, and grain refinement, and
4) chemical bonding for instance, covalent, ionic or metallic bonding [8].
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The rare earth elements are popular in the manufacturing of high-performance magnets
used in radar system for high temperature applications. The use of these rare earth elements
in laser cladding has broadened their applications. The addition of La or Ce changes the
electronic properties because of the formation of the rare earth transition intermetallic
phases by the combination of d6 –orbitals of Fe with d1 –orbitals of La or Ce [9]. The
amount of rare earth elements in the clad is crucial because they can change the chemistry
noticeably if not added in the right amount. After a thorough literature survey on corrosion
resistance, it was found that not much had been reported for 1 wt. % or larger addition of
La2O3 and CeO2 in 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad of thickness of 1 mm or more. In view
of this, the author is motivated to study the influence of 1 wt. % and 2 wt. % La2O3 and 1
wt. % and 2 wt. % CeO2 on the corrosion resistance and hardness of Ni/WC clad. The
current study was performed with SEM, XRD, microhardness tester, and a computer
controlled potentiostat using 3.5 wt% NaCl solution.
4.2. Types of corrosion
Corrosion is an electrochemical phenomenon which results in deterioration of physical
properties of the material due to reaction with its environment. The corrosion is diffusion
controlled process and occurs more or less uniformly by the formation of pits causing
relatively rapid penetration at small discrete areas [10]. The corrosion requires an anodic
reaction, where electrons are released, a cathodic reaction, where electrons are absorbed,
and a medium called electrolyte for electron transport. Corrosion science refers to
‘knowing why’ whereas corrosion engineering specifies ‘knowing how’ of corrosion.
Corrosion engineering is the application of fundamentals evolved from corrosion science
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to prevent or minimize corrosion. Corrosion science and engineering is a permanent
marriage to produce new and better methods of protection.
4.2.1. Stress corrosion
It is a result of stress and chemical attack. Stress corrosion is a metallurgical condition
which leads to component failure because of the initiation and propagation of a high aspect
ratio crack. Stress corrosion is characterized by fine cracks which lead to sudden and
unpredictable failures. Stress corrosion is more dangerous than intergranular corrosion. For
the stress corrosion to occur it needs a susceptible metal, a specific environment, and a
tensile or residual stress. The plastic deformation at the tip of the crack results in fracture.
The stress intensity factor is a measure of the stress concentration at the tip of the crack.
The failure occurs when the stress intensity factor attains a critical value KI, also known as
fracture toughness.
f =

KI

Eq. (1)

y(πa)0.5

Where f = nominal stress at fracture (MPa), KI = fracture toughness MPa(m)0.5, a = half
length of the crack or determined from the geometry), and y = correction factor.
4.2.2. Corrosion fatigue
In corrosion fatigue, the metal fails by fatigue prematurely under the conditions of
simultaneous corrosion and repeated cyclic loading at lower stress levels. It is a major mode
of failure in aircraft wheels, steam turbine blades, rotors, and pump shafts. In normal
fatigue failure, there is one crack present but in corrosion fatigue, there are several cracks
running parallel to each other and aligned perpendicular to the direction of principle stress.
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The cracks propagate from the base of corrosion pits in carbon steels. In corrosion fatigue,
the cracks start at the surface where the stress is maximum and the fracture surface is dull
and contains corrosion products. The crack growth with stress intensity factor can be
expressed as
𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑁

= C(ΔK)n

Eq. (2)

where K is the stress intensity factor range = Kmax – Kmin,
C and n are constants. The value of n varies between 2 and 4 depending on temperature,
environment and frequency.
4.2.3. Fretting corrosion
It is a phenomenon of wear occurring between two surface in contact subjected to cyclic
relative motion of small amplitude of vibrations. The deterioration of metal by the
combined action of fretting and corrosion is called fretting corrosion. It appears as grooves
or pits surrounded by corrosion products. It occurs in bolted parts, riveted joints, surgical
implantations, the axles and wheels. The factors affecting fretting corrosion are contact
load, amplitude, number of cycles, temperature, and relative humidity.
4.3. Mechanism of corrosion
When iron is exposed to humid air, Fe++ ions are released at the anode by oxidation and
OH- ions are released at the cathode by reduction on the metal surface. Humid air acts as
an electrolyte. The positive and negative ions to form Fe(OH)2 which is rust. Fe(OH)2 is
insoluble in water and separates from electrolyte.
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Fe++ + 2OH-  Fe(OH)2 (white green precipitate)
A chemical reaction takes place when there is a decrease in the free energy G of the
system during the reaction. A part of the total enthalpy H of the system is converted to
useful work known as free energy G, a driving force for a reaction to occur. It can be
defined as
ΔG = ΔH − TΔS

Eq. (3)

If the value of G is negative, the reactions will be spontaneous and takes place from left
to right. The atoms which are energetically at unfavorable positions like dislocation, grain
boundaries, and half planes are able to detach themselves and participate in the reaction.
The atoms are much more easily detached from the kink sites than those from terrace sites.
If the value of G is zero, the reactions will be at equilibrium. At equilibrium, there is no
net current. The rate of forward reaction is equal to the rate of reverse reaction which is
approximately equal to exchange current density. The exchange current density depends
upon the composition of electrode. Its value is 10-3 A/cm2 for Pt and 10-13 A/cm2 for
mercury in dilute acid. A rough surface has larger surface area and thus has high exchange
current. The exchange current density decreases in presence of impurities such as As, S,
Sb which are also catalyst poisons. If the value of G is positive, the reactions will proceed
in opposite direction from right to left. Corrosion reactions produce electrical energy. The
amount of electrical energy generated under constant pressure, temperature, and
concentration of the reaction called work done by a cell. In electrochemical reaction, it is
the product of the potential of the cell and the charge. According to Faraday’s law, the
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charge Q is one Faraday (F) for each gram equivalent of the reactants. Q = nF where n is
gram equivalent of the reactants.
ΔG = −nFE

Eq. (4)

G = Change in Gibbs free energy in J/mole. Negative sign indicates that there is a decrease
in the free energy of the cell,
n = number of electrons involved in the reaction,
E = emf of the cell in volts.
4.4. Reference electrode
The calomel electrode is the commonly used as a reference electrode. The calomel
electrode consists of a platinum wire immersed in pure mercury resting in a paste of
mercurous chloride and mercury. The paste is in contact with a solution of potassium
chloride that acts as a salt bridge to the other half of the cell. The calomel electrode has a
constant and reproducible potential.
When a metal electrode is in equilibrium, the partial current for forward reaction and partial
current for reverse reaction are equal and opposite, meaning, there is no net current flow.
When the potential drop is altered by an external electromotive (emf) force, the electrode
is polarized and hence there is a deviation from the equilibrium condition. The magnitude
of deviation is known as over-voltage which is proportional to the current density. A net
cathodic current flows due to the polarization. The rate of forward reaction is equal to the
rate of reverse reaction at the corrosion potential and thus, the over-voltage () is zero. In
the anodic polarization, electrons are removed from the surface which results in positive
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potential in reference to equilibrium potential. In the cathodic polarization, electrons are
added to the surface which results in negative potential in reference to equilibrium
potential.
4.5. Activation polarization
Activation polarization is a slow step in the reaction where activation energy in the form
of potential is required for the progression of reaction. The relationship between activation
polarization and the rate of reaction is given by the Tafel equation
𝐼

A = 𝛽𝑎 ln (𝐼𝑎)

Eq. (5)

𝑜

𝐼

C = 𝛽𝑐 ln (𝐼𝑐 )

Eq. (6)

𝑜

where is over-potential.
A plot of over-polarization (act) vs log(I) is linear for both anodic and cathodic
polarization. a and c are known as the Tafel slopes and i0 is the exchange current density.
The activation polarization varies from one metal to another due to specific effect of current
density. The activation polarization is greater on the smooth surface as compared to that
on the shiny surface. The over-voltage of hydrogen increases rapidly with decreasing
pressure. With increasing pH value, the over-voltage increases initially, and then decreases.
The over-voltage for hydrogen decreases by adsorption of anions and increases by
adsorption of cations. The agitation is a charge transfer process involving electrons and not
a mass transfer, so it has no effect on activation polarization. At higher temperature, the
lesser activation energy needed and the exchange current density increases, so the
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activation polarization decreases. The activation polarization increases with current density
I as
𝐼

𝜂 =  𝛽ln (𝐼 )

Eq. (7)

𝑜

At high anodic over-voltage, Ir>>If, Ic is negligible and the current density (Ianet) becomes
equal to the anodic partial current density.
Ianet = Ia = Io exp [

zFβA
RT

]

Eq. (8)

By taking logarithms on both sides,
𝑙𝑛Ianet = lnIo +

A =

zFβA
RT

 A

Eq. (9)

𝐼 𝑛𝑒𝑡

RT

ln ( 𝑎𝐼 )
zF

Eq. (10)

𝑜

lnIa = lnIo +
RT

zFβA

 A

Eq. (11)

lnIo

Eq. (12)

RT

A = zF lnIA −

RT
zF

At large cathodic polarization, the anodic partial current becomes negligible, therefore
Icnet = Ic = Io exp [

−(1−β)zFC

]

Eq. (13)

 A

Eq. (14)

RT

By taking logarithms on both sides,
𝑙𝑛𝐼𝑐 = lnIo +
C =

RT
(1−)zF

zF(1−β)C
RT

lnIc −

RT
(1−)zF
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lnIo

Eq. (15)

The above equations are Tafel equations. They can be written as
𝜂 = a + blogI

Eq. (16)

where a is a constant and b is the Tafel slope. The relationships between current I and overvoltage  for anodic and cathodic can be expressed as
𝐼

A = b𝑎 ln (𝐼𝑎)

Eq. (17)

𝑜

𝐼

C = b𝑐 ln (𝐼𝑎)

Eq. (18)

𝑜

where constant a is (-RT/zF) logi0 and b is slope given by (RT/zF).
In general, the Tafel equation is written as
𝐼

A = βln (𝐼 )

Eq. (19)

𝑜

where A is activation polarization, = constant; positive for anodic and negative for
cathodic reaction, I = the net rate of reaction, and I0 = exchange density.
4.6. Evans diagram
The Evans diagram combines thermodynamic factors (E values) with kinetic factors (I
values). The exchange current density has been included in the polarization diagram by
Stern and it is known as Stern diagram. Evan diagram does not include exchange current
density. The Evans diagram shows the reaction rate in amperes on the abscissa and the
electrode potential in volts on the ordinate axis. The current density I may be used rather
than current I if the ratio of anodic to cathodic areas is taken as unity. The potential is
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displaced in the positive direction in anodic polarization. The potential is displaced in the
negative direction in cathodic polarization. The intersection of cathodic and anodic curve
is, Ecorr, known as the corrosion potential and it can be measured experimentally. The
potential corresponding to corrosion current (icorr) is Ecorr. Ecorr depicts the contribution of
both anode and cathode to polarization and it represents the mixed potential. The
corresponding current at the current axis is icorr and is known as rate of corrosion. It is the
total current or the total of anodic and cathodic rates of corrosion.
4.7. Prediction of corrosion tendency
4.7.1. Effect of oxidizer
There are three consequences of oxidizing metal inos on the corrosion rate of a metal in
acid solutions.
(1) The corrosion rate of metal increases.
(2) The corrosion potential shifts to more noble direction.
(3) The rate of hydrogen evolution decreases.
The effect on the corrosion rate of metal is small if the exchange current density is small.
For any significant effect, the exchange current density of the oxidizing ions must be higher
than that for hydrogen ions.
4.7.2. Effect of Galvanic coupling
The potential of a metal in an emf series is used to predict its corrosion tendency. For
galvanic couples, the potential difference between the couples is taken as a measure of the
corrosion tendency of couple. The greater will be the magnitude of galvanic corrosion for
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a larger difference between the thermodynamic potential of the metals forming a galvanic
couple.
4.7.3. Effect of electrode area ratio
The smaller the anode to cathode ratio, the larger is the magnitude of corrosion. The risk
of serious galvanic corrosion can be avoided by choosing large anode to cathode area.
4.7.4. Effect of oxygen
The rate of reaction (icorr) increases and the corrosion potential shifts to a more noble value
upon the aeration of the acid solution. Thus, the rate of corrosion increases on aeration and
vice-versa.
4.8. Determination of corrosion rates by electrochemical measurements
4.8.1. Tafel Extrapolation method
In this method, the polarization curves for the anodic and cathodic reactions are obtained
using potentials about 300 m VSCE well beyond the corrosion potential and logging
current. The logarithm of current (logI) is plotted against potential. The corrosion potential
and the corrosion current are obtained by extrapolating the currents in the two Tafel
regions. Both anodic and cathodic reactions proceed in the vicinity of corrosion potential
(Ecorr) and are exponentially dependent upon the applied potential. Over a small potential
range (20 mV), the exponential is linearized as logx  x as x0.
The corrosion rate can be found in mm/year by the expression

Corrosion rate,

MI

r = 0.00327 (ηρ)

Eq. (20)
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where 0.00327 is a constant for mm/year,
I = current density (A/cm2)
 = density (g/cm3)
M = Equivalent weight (gram/equivalent)
4.8.2. Polarization Resistance
Bonhoeffer and Jena defined the polarization resistance as the ratio of the change in
potential (E) to the change in external current (I) at a potential close to open circuit potential
when more than one reaction is taking place in a corroding environment. Prazak and Barton
proposed that the corrosion rate is directly proportional to the corrosion current (Icorr) [10].
The polarization resistance (Rp) of a corroding metal is obtained from Ohm’s law as the
slope of a potential versus current density plot at the corrosion potential (E corr). The slope
of this plot has the units of resistance, so this method is known as ‘Polarization Resistance’
method. Stern and Geary developed an expression for the polarization resistance as a
function of corrosion current at open circuit [11]. With a and c as Tafel slopes of the
anode and cathode curves respectively, they assumed that the E/I relationships are of the
form
at anode

E = |βa |logIa + Ecorr

Eq. (21)

E = βa logIa + Ecorr as a > 0
Ia = exp[2.3(E − Ecorr )/βa ]
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Eq. (22)

Ia = exp [

and, at cathode

2.3ΔE

] , where ΔE = E − Ecorr

βa

Eq. (23)

E = |βc |logIc + Ecorr
E = −βc logIc + Ecorr as c < 0
Ic = exp[−2.3(E − Ecorr )/βc ]
Ic = exp [

−2.3ΔE
βc

] , where ΔE = E − Ecorr

Eq. (24)

Thus, the external current will be, I = Ia – Ic
I = exp [

2.3E

−2.3E

βa

βc

] − exp [

]

Eq. (25)

Differentiating it with respect to E [14],
dI
2.3
2.3ΔE
(−2.3)
−2.3ΔE
=
exp [
]−
exp [
]
dΔE βa
βa
βc
βc
dI 2.3
2.3ΔE
2.3
−2.3ΔE
=
exp [
] +
exp [
]
dE βa
βa
βc
βc
dI
2.3
2.3
=
Ia +
I
dΔE βa
βc c
dI
2.3(Ia βc + Ic βa )
=[
]
dΔE
βa βc
dΔE
dI

= [2.3(I

βa βc

]

a βc + Ic βa )

At the open circuit potential, the current tends to zero.
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Eq. (26)

As I  0, dE/dI  Rp, where Rp is polarization resistance,
and, Ia and Ic  Icorr or Ia = Ic = Icorr

𝑅p = [

βa βc
]
2.3(Icorr βc + Icorr βa )

Therefore, the Stern and Geary equation becomes [14]
𝑅p = 2.3(β

βa βc
a +βc )Icorr

Eq. (27)

4.9. Results and Discussion
4.9.1. Microstructure and morphological observations
The cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC shown in Fig. 4.1
elucidate the morphology of the clad layer. The buckling or delamination of the clad was
not observed. For all the clads, a sharp interface was noticed which can be attributed to the
fact that there was no dilution or dissolution of alloying elements into the substrate (Fig.
4.1a). Within the clad layer, the WC particles of different sizes and shapes are observed
(Fig. 4.1b). The WC particles were ingrained in the Ni alloy matrix. The microstructure
consists of white WC particles and precipitated carbides diffused in Ni-matrix. The higher
atomic number of W, as compared to the other elements, generates striking contrast in SEM
micrographs. The clads were found to be free of cracks and characterized by excellent
adhesion to the substrate, having minimum porosity. The clad layer was compact and well
bonded to substrate. Due to the large variation in the thermal mismatch among the alloying
elements, partial melting and broken particles of WC were also noticed in the clad (Fig.
4.1c).
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Crushed WC
particles

Broken WC
particles

400 μm

100 μm

10 μm

Fig. 4.1 Back scattered cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC
clad layer a clad (50X) b WC particles of different sizes (150X) c broken particles of WC
(500X)
The clad morphology for 39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-1 wt.% La2O3 is shown in Fig. 4.2. The
crystal nucleation is observed around the WC particles (Fig. 4.2b).
(a)

(b)

500 μm

10 μm

Fig. 4.2 Back scattered cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-1
wt.% La2O3 clad a low magnification view b high magnification view
The cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 38 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-2 wt.% La2O3 is
shown in Fig. 4.3. The crystal nucleation around the WC particles was still presented.
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(a)

(b)

400 μm

10 μm

Fig. 4.3 Back scattered cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 38 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-2
wt.% La2O3 clad a low magnification view b high magnification view
The clad morphology of 39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-1 wt.% CeO2 is shown in Fig. 4.4. The
crystal nucleation around the WC particles was much less as compared to 38 wt.% Ni-60
wt.% WC-2 wt.% La2O3 in Fig. 4.3b.
(a)

(b)

500 μm

10 μm

Fig. 4.4 Back scattered cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-1
wt.% CeO2 clad a low magnification view b high magnification view
The cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 38 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% 2 wt.% CeO2 is shown in
Fig. 4.5. The degree of crystal nucleation around the WC particles was more as compared
to that of 39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% 1 wt.% CeO2 in Fig. 4.4b.
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(a)

(b)

400 μm

10 μm

Fig. 4.5 Back scattered cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 38 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-2
wt.% CeO2 clad a low magnification view b high magnification view
4.9.2. Phases and chemical compositions
The XRD spectra of the substrate, 40% wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC, and with 1 wt.% and 2 wt.%
La2O3 and 1 wt.% and 2 wt.% CeO2 are shown in Figs. 4.6 (f), (e), (d), (c), (b), and (a)
respectively. In XRD, the detector position is recorded as the angle two-theta, the angle
between diffracted ray and the incident ray. The diffracted signals are converted into peaks
for each two-theta angles for a known wavelength of X-ray. The peaks were identified in
terms of number of detected photons (counts). The position of XRD peak depends on the
orientation of crystal, lattice type, and crystallites size. The intensity of peaks determines
type of atoms and position of atoms. Using Bragg’s law, the family of lattice planes (hkl)
are determined for each peak. The recorded data is compared with the reference peaks in
JCPDS files. In Fig. 4.6 (f), the sharp diffraction peaks for planes (110), (200), and (211)
in the substrate XRD found to be for ferrite (𝑎-Fe) cubic lattice. The diffraction peaks for
carbide phase in steel were not visible because XRD can identify phases only if they were
more than 5% [15]. In Fig. 4.6 (e), a sharp peak for planes Ni(111) C(111) were observed
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in Ni-WC XRD as iron and nickel have almost identical atomic diameters and both
crystallize in the face-centered cubic system. In accordance with previous studies, the XRD
shows the presence of various other phases in the clad layer mainly W3C, W2C, WC, Ni,
and C. The intermetallic phases were formed because of very high energy density of laser
resulting in high microhardness. In Figs. 4.6 (d)-(a), the addition of surface reactive rare
earth element oxides La2O3 and CeO2 produced new phases La2NiO2, La2Ni5C3, and
Ce2(WO4)3 [16]. Further, the changes in the diffraction peak intensities were observed due
to the addition of rare earth oxides. There are some smaller peaks from 55o to 63o which
did not match with peaks in JCPDS, so left unmarked. There are very minor peaks beyond
85o those can be attributed to background noise [17]. The number of complex phases and
compounds formed are greater for 1% La2O3 amongst all other alloyed combinations. The
rate of formation of supersaturated solid solution, Nsol, depends on the diffusion of solute
atoms in the solvent lattice and is governed by the Arrhenius Eq. (28) [18].
Nsol = k sol e−Ea /RT

Eq.(28)

where ksol is rate constant before intermetallic compound formed, Ea is activation energy
for supersaturated solid solution transformation into intermetallic compound, R is a gas
constant, and T is the temperature, in oK.
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Fig. 4.6 XRD spectra of substrate and laser cladded coupons (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f)
4.9.3. Corrosion resistance evaluation in 3.5 wt. % NaCl
Stern-Geary Eq. (27) was used to compute polarization resistance (Rp) [19]. The coating
efficiency (CEF) was also calculated from the Eq. (29) and recorded in the Table 2.9.
CEF =

Icorr (untreated) − Icorr (laser cladded)
X 100%
Icorr (untreated)
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Eq.(29)

The formation of passive region/pit nucleation resistance was represented by the difference
between (EPitp - ECorr). In general, the formation of passive region indicates the resistance
towards pitting corrosion. The various electrochemical results extracted from the anodic
polarization curves were presented in Table 4.3. The APP behavior of the substrate and
laser cladded coupons are presented in Fig. 4.7. It was noticed that after laser cladding, the
corrosion parameters ECorr, EPitp, ICorr, anodic and cathodic slopes, coating efficiency and
polarization resistance were substantially affected. These variations were attributed to
many factors such as grain size reduction, exotic microstructure, local microgalvanic effect
between the alloying elements presented in the clad layer, intermetallics presented or
evolved during laser cladding, their variation in volume fraction and distribution within the
clad.
It was noticed from the data of Table 2.10 that the Rp varied inversely with the corrosion
rate. The greater value of Rp resulted in the greater corrosion resistance. The substrate had
a significantly lower corrosion resistance because of higher current density and lower
corrosion potential. Further, the pitting potential was coincided with the corrosion potential
(ECorr = EPitp, as marked on the curve for the substrate in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10) that indicated
that the substrate did not exhibit the passivation behavior in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution.
Besides, due to the absence of passivity in the anodic domain, the pitting was happening
right from the beginning. The absence of passivity was caused by the local rupture of oxide
layer in 3.5 wt.% NaCl environment. The chloride ion attack caused the disintegration of
oxide film resulting in pitting attack and subsequent conditions did not allow the passive
region to be formed. The aggressive chloride ions ruined the passivity and promoted not
only local depassivation but also localized corrosion. Therefore, the likelihood of extensive
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pitting corrosion was very high and its consequence was seen in the Fig. 4.8. The localized
morphology of the pitting attack on the substrate surface further showed that the pitting
attack was higher. The SEM micrographs showed the penetration of pits into the substrate
(Fig. 4.8a) and the resulting pitted surface (Fig. 4.8b). The spreading of pits on the surface
creates hostile conditions which weakened the stability of oxide layer and caused extensive
localized attack and further growth of pits of different sizes.

Fig. 4.7 APP curves of the substrate and laser cladded coupons (60 wt.% WC–40 wt.%
Ni) in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution
The corrosion resistance of the clad mainly depends on the alloying elements presented in
the clad layer. The electrochemical properties of hard phase WC are nobler than Ni matrix;
hence, the resulting galvanic corrosion of less noble element was mainly dependent on the
variation of corrosion potential of the elements presented within the clad layer. For the clad
40%Ni-60%WC, the coating was mainly dominated by variants of WC phases and minor
portion of Ni and C. The APP behavior showed considerable improvement in corrosion
resistance because of the displacement of anodic loop towards lower corrosion current
densities and also enhancement in ECorr. The positive displacement in ECorr towards nobler
potential -442 mV (SCE) indicated that there was an improvement in ECorr to about 178
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mV when compared to the substrate. Further, it was also illustrated that EPitp was not
superimposed with ECorr [20]. The EPitp at -144 mV (SCE) elucidated the presence of
passive behavior of about 298 mV (SCE). The passive region indicated that there was a
substantial reduction in the number of breakdown points. Therefore, the length of the
passivity was longer. The presence of these phases curtailed the number of anodic sites on
the clad surface which would reduce the anodic reaction rate. After the EPitp, there was an
increase in the corrosion potential in transpassive region, which showed the occurrence of
corrosion.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.8 a Localized morphology of the pitting attack b Wider and deeper pitting attacks
into the substrate
In 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC condition, the improvement in corrosion resistance was shown
by the low value of Icorr. The substantial change in the nature of morphology after laser
cladding was caused by the presence of the phases in the alloyed layer which evolved
during laser cladding. The higher values of polarization resistance, Rp, and coating
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efficiency, CEF, for 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad as compared to that for the substrate in
Table 2.10 verified the result.
The results for the addition of 1 wt.% and 2 wt.% of La2O3 are shown in Figs. 4.9 (a) and
(b) respectively. The displacement of anodic loop tends to increase as compare to that of
40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad. APP behavior showed an improvement in corrosion
resistance by the displacement of anodic loop towards lower corrosion current densities
and enhancement in ECorr more than that for 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad. For instance,
the corrosion current density for 1 wt.% of La2O3 clad had dropped to 0.10 A/cm2 as
compared to 0.5 A/cm2 for 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad. This indicated that the
corrosion resistance increased further by the addition of La2O3. The polarization resistance
for 1 wt.% La2O3 in Table 4.3 was drastically improved as compared to that of 40 wt.%
Ni-60 wt.% WC clad. The polarization resistance for 1 wt.% La2O3 was slightly more than
that for 2 wt.% La2O3 and so did the protective efficiency. It was indicated that the optimum
composition of La2O3 for impeding interdendritic spacing, the number of inclusions, and
improving corrosion resistance was somewhere between 1% to 2% of La2O3.

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 4.9 APP curves of laser cladded coupons (a) 39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-1 wt.%
La2O3, and (b) 38 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-2 wt.% La2O3 in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution
The results for the addition of 1 wt.% and 2 wt.% CeO2 are shown Figs. 4.10 (a) and (b)
respectively. APP behavior shows an improvement in corrosion resistance through the
displacement of anodic loop towards lower corrosion current densities and enhancement in
ECorr more than that for 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad. In case of 1 wt.% CeO2, the
corrosion current density dropped to 0.32 A/cm2 indicating that the corrosion resistance
increases by the addition of CeO2. The polarization resistance for 1 wt.% CeO2 was slightly
more than that for 2 wt.% CeO2 and so did the protective efficiency. That further leaded to
the notion that the optimum composition for improving corrosion resistance was
somewhere between 1% to 2% of CeO2. The increase in polarization resistance and
protective efficiency for 1 wt.% La2O3 and 2 wt.% La2O3 was more than those for 1 wt.%
CeO2 and 2 wt.% CeO2 respectively. It was concluded that the increase in corrosion
resistance by the addition of La2O3 was more than that by the addition of CeO2.
Figures 4.11a, b and 12c, d exhibit the transformed morphology by the additions of 1 wt.%,
2 wt.% La2O3 and 1 wt.%, 2 wt.% CeO2 respectively. The increase in corrosion resistance
can be attributed to the grain refinement aided by rare earth elements [21]. They facilitate
the formation of greater number of grains and so does the number of crystal nuclei
restricting the size of the grain. Due to their large atomic radii, they spread largely on the
grain boundary hampering the grain growth further [22].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.10 APP curves of the laser cladded coupons (a) 39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-1 wt.%
CeO2, and (b) 38 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-2 wt.% CeO2 in 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution
(b)

(a)

125 μm

10 μm
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(d)

(c)

125 μm

10 μm

Fig. 4.11 Corroded morphology of (a) smaller and (b) larger scale for 39 wt.% Ni-60
wt.% WC-1 wt.% La2O3, and (c) smaller (d) larger scale for 38 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC-2
wt.% La2O3 obtained after anodic polarization in 3.5 wt% NaCl
(a)

(b)

125 μm
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10 μm

(d)

(c)

10 μm

125 μm

Fig. 4.12 Corroded morphology of (a) smaller and (b) larger scale for 39 wt.% Ni-60
wt.% WC-1 wt.% CeO2, and (c) smaller and (d) larger scale for 38 wt.% Ni-60 wt.%
WC-2 wt.% CeO2 obtained after anodic polarization in 3.5 wt% NaCl
The microstructure was transformed from coarse to fine grain structure and no columnar
crystals were observed. The interfacial morphology resulted in limited snowflake
structures. In case of La2O3, extremely small equiaxed dendritic arm spacing was observed
(Fig. 4.11b) but insignificant in the case of CeO2 (Fig. 4.12b). This indicated that the
addition of rare earth oxides impede the formation of dendrites and columnar crystals as
reported in our previous studies [23]. During laser cladding, the rapid heating and
solidification caused microstructural changes [24]. Moreover, the phases which were
evolved during laser cladding due to extremely high thermal power were predominantly
carbide compounds WC, W3C, and W2C which are highly covalent in nature. The evolution
of complex phases such as WC, W3C, and W2C showed the chemical stability and
formation of passive region in the rich chloride medium. Hence, the increase in corrosion
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resistance was because of the existence of networks of covalent bonds and complex
structures.
4.10. Vickers microhardness measurements
The hardness is dictated by a combination of extrinsic properties such as stress fields,
morphology and defects, and intrinsic properties such as bond strength, crystal structure,
and cohesive energy [24]. From macroscopic view point, the hardness is evaluated by the
materials’ elastic modulii. From microscopic perspective in a crystal, the hardness is
determined by the associated strength of chemical bonds to indentation [25].

Fig. 4.13 Microhardness under different chemical compositions
The average values of the microhardness from the Table 2.10 were plotted in Fig. 4.13.
The hardness of substrate was found to be 152 HV as compared to the average hardness of
478 HV for cladded coupons. The lower microhardness of substrate is attributed to its
metallic bonds which are weaker mainly due to their non-directionality. The high hardness
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of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad is attributed to the higher bond density and the greater
three-dimensional network structures of covalent bonds. The directionality of covalent
bonds impedes the dislocation motion and restricts the plastic deformation [27]. While
cladding, the WC particles are dissolved and reprecipitated in the matrix as finer carbide
particles resulting in higher hardness. The average microhardness of 1 wt.% La2O3 and 2
wt.% La2O3 were almost same and so does for 1 wt. % CeO2 and 2 wt.% CeO2, but the
average microhardness of 1 wt.% La2O3 and 2 wt.% La2O3 was more than for 1 wt. % CeO2
and 2 wt.% CeO2, respectively as shown in Fig. 4.14. In laser cladding, the considerable
temperature gradient and molten metal flow enhance the residual thermal stresses and
diffusion. The microhardness increases due to the higher residual thermal stresses [28].

Microhardness of cladded coupons

Microhardness (HV)

500
490
480
470

La2O3
CeO2

460
450
0

1

2

Percentage (%) of La2O3 and CeO2 in Ni/WC clads

Fig. 4.14 Comparison of Microhardness of clads with 1 wt.% and 2 wt.% La2O3 and
CeO2
The microstructure refinement due to the addition of rare earth elements further led to an
increase in surface hardness. The chemical activity of rare earth elements aids the
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formation of the compounds with oxygen, silicon, and sulphur curtailing the inclusion
content in the clad [29]. The refinement introduces more and more grain boundaries that
halt the movement of dislocations between grains. The covalent and polar covalent bonding
generates low plasticity and high hardness [30]. The addition of La2O3 and CeO2 promotes
the covalent bond formation improving the hardness of the laser clad. Further, the
lanthanide ions are partially dissolved causing an increase in the nucleation rate and
decrease in crystal growth velocity. The surface hardness improvement is attributed to solid
solution strengthening and the dispersion of finer particles. The increase in hardness by the
addition of rare earth oxides can also be attributed to the production of W and carbides
enriched domains. In spite of the fact that the rare earth elements have been called the
‘vitamin’ of metals [31], their percentage amount is very important. From the one side
addition of these elements affects the resistance to corrosion and from the other side
improves the hardness.
4.11. Conclusions
In this study, the corrosion resistance and hardness of 40%Ni-60%WC clad with the
additions of 1% and 2% La2O3, and 1% and 2% CeO2 were investigated. The following
conclusions could be made:
In microstructure analysis, a consistent WC phase distribution was detected. The
microstructure refinement of the clad can be attributed to the unique characteristics of
La2O3 and CeO2. The clad was bonded to the substrate with distinct interface. At the
interface of clad and substrate, a planar solidification was observed.
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The microhardness of the coupons with 40%Ni-60%WC coating was significantly
improved as compared to that of the substrate. The addition of La2O3 and CeO2 improved
hardness further slightly. The increase in the hardness by the addition of La2O3 was more
pronounced than that for CeO2.
The corrosion resistance of 40%Ni-60%WC clad was significantly improved as compared
to that of the substrate. The addition of 1wt.% La2O3 increased the corrosion resistance and
appeared to get optimized below 2 wt.% La2O3 and so does for CeO2. The addition of La2O3
or CeO2 increased the corrosion resistance as compare to that for 40%Ni-60%WC clad.
The addition of La2O3 increased the corrosion resistance more than that by CeO2 addition.
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Chapter 5
IMPROVEMENT OF WEAR RESISTANCE OF THE NICKEL-BASED ALLOY
MIXED WITH RARE EARTH ELEMENTS BY HIGH POWER DIRECT DIODE
LASER CLADDING
5.1. Introduction
Wear is a restricting factor for steel in hostile environments but can be abated by laser
cladding. Laser cladding of steel poses a promising solution to wear resistance. The high
power direct diode laser is employed for the laser cladding of thicknesses of about 1.6 mm.
Recently, the light rare earth metals have become important additions to smart materials,
particularly Lanthanum oxide (La2O3) and Cerium Oxide (CeO2), to improve
microhardness and wear resistance. Layers of Ni-WC with 1% and 2% La2O3 and CeO2 as
alloying elements were cladded onto A36 steel substrate. The wear resistance and
microstructure were studied with XRD and SEM. The hardness to modulus of elasticity
ratio (H/E) was used to analyze the wear. It was found that the addition of 1% La2O3 or 1%
CeO2 to Nickel-based alloy (40% Ni-60% WC) improves the wear resistance.
The hardness and wear of steel limits its applications in extreme conditions. It was reported
that the total cost of friction and wear globally was around US$285 billion in 2017, which
was at some points more than the amount lost through corrosion of metals [1, 2]. For
example, the oil and gas industry uses deep-hole drilling tools which are constantly
subjected to large forces and hostile conditions causing the deterioration of drilling tools
by wear [3]. The thermal coatings were applied by chemical and physical vapor deposition,
combustion flame spraying, arc wire spraying, high velocity combustion, and plasma
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spraying to prevent oxidation, wear, erosion, abrasion, and corrosion [4-6]. These
techniques generated coatings with limited bond strength and not free from porosity. It was
determined that the porosity, , adversely affect the modulus of elasticity, E, given by Eq.
(1) [7]

E = E𝑖 [

(1−φ)2

]

Eq. (1)

1+(2−3υ𝑖 )φ

where Ei and i are the modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of the material without
porosity respectively.
With the extensive importance to cost, the laser is at the forefront of material processing.
In 1960, Maiman discovered the first functional laser, but Gnanamuthu at Rockwell
International Corporation first used laser for cladding in the 1970s [8-9]. Cladding presents
a new tribological solution to reduce friction and wear by boosting hardness with a
significant enhancement in the service lifetime of the mechanical components [10-11].
Popular lasers are fiber, CO2, Nd:YAG, and the most recent one is high power direct diode
laser (HPDDL). In HPDDL, the beam size and shape can be manipulated across the part.
For example, to process large areas rapidly, the long axis of the beam can be oriented
perpendicular to the scan direction. Kennedy et al. [12] reported that the diode laser also
has more desirable modal stability than those of Nd:YAG or CO2 lasers. Zhu et al. [13]
further found that diode laser welding yielded reduced porosity as compared to that
obtained by the CO2 laser. Moreover, the HPDDL offers a high degree of control over clad
width and thickness, and its high power results in metallurgically bonded clads with
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minimal part distortion [14]. Laser cladding can be designed to improve hardness and wear
while keeping the toughness and strength of the base material [15].
In terms of engineering applications, the enhanced mechanical properties of Ni-WC alloys
under high loads in unfavorable conditions makes them very attractive [16]. The reinforced
particles added to Ni-based alloys further improve the wear and corrosion resistance of the
coating [17]. It was determined that wear resistance of a given surface was improved by
the deposition of the material of higher density and cohesive strength [18]. Coating with
carbide particles embedded into a metal matrix with higher toughness and elasticity
produces higher wear resistance.
The choice of alloys and the reinforced particles in the clad are vital for the wear resistance
to a particular application. As compared to the other rare earth elements, La and Ce are of
significant importance due to their large atomic radii (of 0.188 nm for La and 0.182 nm for
Ce) and lower electronegativities (1.1 for La and 1.05 for Ce) enabling them to form
positive ions (La3+and Ce3+) easily [19]. These ions react readily with other elements and
affect their mechanical properties at high temperatures. It was determined that the addition
of La and Ce increase the rate of reaction by lowering the activation energy in accordance
with Arrhenius’s equation of chemical reactions [20].
Amount of up to 1.0 wt.% of lanthana (or lanthanum oxide, La2O3) favors particulate
dispersion homogeneity whereas more than 1.5 wt.% La2O3 impedes the activity of La2O3,
resulting in a heterogeneous microstructure [21]. Ceria (or cerium oxide, CeO2) is a
reducible oxide agent and instrumental in corrosion protection [22]. The use of 0-8 wt.%
of La2O3 and CeO2 with Ni-based alloy has been studied for wear resistance and it has been
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reported that an amount more than 4 wt.% La2O3 or CeO2 was detrimental for wear
resistance [23, 24]. Amounts of La and Ce that were more than 1000 ppm caused
inhomogeneity and increased grain size [20]. The hardness improved with 0.9 wt.% CeO2,
and porosity declined with 0.6 wt.% CeO2 in Ni/WC coatings as opposed to Ni/WC
coatings without CeO2, indicating that the rare earth element content in the clad is
important [25].
An extensive literature survey revealed a large number of studies on laser cladding of
thickness under 0.1 mm, but not much research has been done on cladding of thickness to
the order of 1.5 mm. The tools used in oil and gas industry are subjected to very large
forces dictating the need for thicker coatings. Furthermore, there is limited data available
on 1 or 2 wt. % addition of La2O3 and CeO2 in Ni/WC clad. With this in mind, the authors
of this study wish to research the wear resistance of thicker Ni/WC clad with 1 and 2 wt.
% La2O3 and 1 and 2 wt. % CeO2. In this study, 45 coupons were used to minimize
deviations and improve repeatability.
5.2. Wear test
A high frequency reciprocating rig, Ducom TR-20EV-M3 ball-on-disc, was used in this
study. The setup is shown in Fig. 5.1. The rig used a LVDT (Linear Variable Differential
transducer) sensor, which is an electromechanical transducer. It converted the rectilinear
motion into an electrical signal when coupled mechanically to an object. The sliding wear
experiments were conducted with alumina (Al2O3, alumina oxide) ball as a counter body
because of its high hardness, strength, and low friction. The ball of diameter 3.175 mm was
used to reciprocate on the clad surface with a stroke length of 2 mm and a frequency of 5
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Hz. The ball was loaded on the coupon with a normal force of 5 N. The tests were
conducted in dry conditions at standard normal room temperature and pressure, and 50%
relative humidity.
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Fig. 5.1 a Wear testing machine. b Schematic of the alumina ball and clad surface
5.3. Results and discussions
5.3.1. Microhardness
Microhardness is a material property which depends on intrinsic properties like crystal
structure, cohesive energy, bond strength and extrinsic properties like lattice defects, size
and distribution of grain, phase composition, and stress fields [26]. The microhardness is
estimated from the accumulated resistance of the chemical bonds to indentation and
determined by the modulus of elasticity of the material from a macroscopic standpoint [27].
The substrate and clads of different alloying combinations were tested on the Clark
Microhardness Tester (CM-700AT) for 15 seconds at 300 GF load, and the averages of
Vickers microhardness values at eight locations across the clad for six combinations of
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coupons were recorded and plotted as shown in Fig. 5.2. The average microhardness of 40
wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC increased to 551 HV as compared to 163 HV for the substrate. The
addition of 1 wt.% La2O3 increased it to 580 HV and 568 HV for 2 wt.% La2O3. The clad
with 1 wt. % CeO2 had 572 HV and 560 HV for 2 wt.% CeO2. It was reported that the
increase in the microhardness by the addition of rare earth elements was due to the
improved bonding strength between Ni and WC particles and enhancement of WC
distribution [28].

Fig. 5.2 Microhardness under different chemical compositions
5.3.2. Wear evaluation
Wear is defined as the removal of material from a body when subjected to contact and
relative motion with another body. According to Archard’s law, the wear volume loss is
inversely proportional to the microhardness of the material [29]. In our work, using the
depths of craters h, the wear volume loss V is calculated from Eq. (2) [30]

V=

πh2 (3r−h)

Eq. (2)

3
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The wear volume loss was plotted in Fig. 3 a and it was found to be the lowest for 1 wt.%
La2O3-39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC.

Fig. 5.3 a Wear volume loss b Wear resistance under different chemical compositions
The specific wear rate is defined as the volume loss per unit normal force per unit sliding
distance. The reciprocal of specific wear rate is known as wear resistance which is used in
material selection for industrial applications. The wear resistances were computed and
plotted in Fig. 5.3 b. On average, the wear resistance for the cladded surface was found to
be more than twice that of substrate. It was observed that 1 wt.% La2O3-39 wt.% Ni-60
wt.% WC clad had the highest wear resistance of those tested. While the addition of rare
earth elements leads to only a marginal increase in the wear resistance, the significant
increase in the corrosion resistance is notable and indicative of their utility [24].
5.3.3. Coefficient of friction
The coefficient of friction, , versus sliding time, t, was plotted in Fig. 5.4 for the different
combinations of clads. At the start, the increase in the coefficient of friction for all clads
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was due to high adhesive micro-contact between clad layer and counter body. As the wear
test progressed till about 800s, the contact area between the ball and the clad increased,
resulting in a smaller normal pressure, and thus the  value decreased. It was observed
from the plot that the value of  for the substrate was higher and had larger fluctuations
over time compared to the cladded surfaces. The higher fluctuations were explained by the
“stick and slip” mechanism [31]. For the two surfaces in contact, the coefficient of friction
increased as asperities entangled, and decreased with the rupture of junctions of the
asperities. After 800s, the slight increase in values can be attributed to the wear debris
present at the interface of ball and clad surface. It was noticed that the values of  were
lower for clads as compared to substrate. This can be attributed to the higher microhardness
of clads, which deterred the penetration and ploughing of asperities. The values of the wear
resistance from the Fig. 5.3 b and the corresponding coefficients of friction from the Fig.
5.4 indicated that lower the coefficient of friction, higher the adhesive wear resistance. It
was noted that the 1 wt.% La2O3 clad had the lowest  and minimum fluctuations during
the wear.
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Fig. 5.4 Coefficients of friction versus sliding time
5.3.4. H/E ratio
Modulus of elasticity is a material property that describes the stiffness of a material and a
harder material exhibits a higher value of modulus of elasticity. The elastic contact of a
ball with the clad is shown in Fig. 5.5. Under the normal load N, the contact is no longer a
point but enlarges into a crater, and the depth of the crater is expressed by Eq. (3)
9N2

h = (16E

𝑜

2

1/3

)
r

Eq. (3)

where r is radius of ball and Eo is the overall contact modulus of elasticity of the ball and
clad interface, or effective modulus [32].
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Fig. 5.5 Contact between Al2O3 ball and clad
The effective modulus is defined by Eq. (4) [32, 33].
1/E𝑜 = (1 − υ1 2 )/E𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑑 + (1 − υ2 2 )/E𝐴𝑙2𝑂3
or, E𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑑 =

1−υ1 2
[

1
E𝑜

−

1−υ2 2
]
EAl2O3

Eq. (4)

Microhardness is not a direct measurement of wear because microhardness is a material
property, and wear is a tribosystem property [34]. It was reported that H/E, related to elastic
strain to failure, is a better parameter to predict wear rather than H or E alone [35]. The
higher H/E ratio means a more durable coating with higher microhardness to resist plastic
deformation relative to elastic modulus [36]. Using the values h from experiments of
different combinations of clads, Eo-values were calculated from Eq. (3). The values of Eclad
were evaluated from Eq. (4) with the Poisson ratios 1 and 2 as 0.24 and 0.21 for the clad
and Al2O3 respectively, and EAl2O3 = 350 GPa. The values of known modulus of elasticity
(600, 420, and 207 GPa for WC, W2C, and Ni respectively) were comparable to those
computed. The values of Eclad for different combinations were presented in Fig. 5.6.
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Fig. 5.6 Modulus of elasticity under different chemical compositions
The elastic modulus of the substrate was found to be 197 GPa which is within 1.5% of the
standard value of 200 GPa [27]. The elastic modulus value was improved by about three
fold for 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad as compared to that of substrate. The value of H/E
increased further by 3.5% for 1% La2O3-39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC, and 2.3% for 2% La2O338 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC. The value of H/E increased slightly when 1% CeO2 was added,
and it remained almost the same when the amount was increased to 2% CeO2.
The H/E ratios for different combinations were presented in Fig. 5.7. The values of H/E
ratio were in agreement with the wear resistance values plotted in Fig. 5.3b, confirming
the findings of previously reported studies [37, 38]. It was noticed that the value of H and
E increased individually such that their ratio (H/E) also increased which validated the
findings from Lima et al. [37]. The H/E ratio peaked for 1 wt.% La2O3-39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.%
WC indicating its best wear resistance reaffirming the experimental results in Fig. 5.3b.
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Fig. 5.7 H/E ratios under different chemical compositions
5.3.5. Phases and chemical compositions
Rigaku II Ultima X-ray diffractrometer (XRD) was used in this analysis. XRD was
performed in a 2 range of 20-90o, functioning at 44 mA and 40 kV. A wavelength of 151.5
pm with radiations of Cu K and scan speed of 4 degree/minute with a step size of 0.02o
were employed in this experiment. Diffraction data was plotted, and the peaks in the plot
were compared with the Joint Committee of Powder Diffraction Standards for phase
identification.
The phases and chemical compositions of the different combinations were analyzed using
XRD spectra and the ones for 1 wt.% La2O3-39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC and 1 wt.% CeO239 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clads were presented in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 respectively. The
intensity, measured by the number of photons detected, was plotted against 2, the angle
subtended between the incident and the diffracted ray. The crystal size, the orientation of
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crystals, and the texture determined the intensity of peaks and was represented as counts
per second. The pointed peak for planes Ni(111), C(111) was observed due to the fact that
iron and nickel crystallized in the face-centered cubic (FCC) system and have almost the
same atomic size. In the XRD spectra, the other phases W3C, W2C, WC, Ni, and C were
also detected. These complex phases are highly covalent carbide compounds and possess
higher chemical stability and were formed because of the intense thermal power of the
laser. The presence of complex structures and the networks of covalent bonds in these
carbide phases culminated in increased wear resistance. Due to higher chemical activity of
rare earth elements, rare-earth-transition intermetallics La2NiO2, La2Ni5C3, and Ce2(WO4)3
were observed as reported in the literature [23]. The addition of rare earth oxides led to the
changes in intensities of the peaks. There were some peaks which could not be identified
when compared to JCPDS and were hence not labeled. The smaller peaks after 90 o were
due to background noise.
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Fig. 5.8 XRD spectra of 1 wt.% La2O3-39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC

Fig. 5.9 XRD spectra of 1 wt.% CeO2-39 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC
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5.3.6. Microstructure and morphological observations
A scanning electron microscope, 1450VPSE manufactured by Zeiss, was used to study the
clad. The SEM consisted of secondary and back scattered electron detectors. The crosssection micrographs at magnifications of 10X, 100X, and 500X were photographed. A
visual inspection of the clad showed that the clad was free of cracks and well bonded to
the substrate without delamination. The SEM examination of the clads revealed the
thickness of clad to be approximately 1.6 mm (Fig. 5.10 a). A distinct interface between
clad and substrate demonstrated no dissolution. The WC particles of varying sizes and
shapes were distributed in the Ni alloy matrix (Fig. 5.10 b). The SEM micrograph showed
prominent white WC particles with the precipitated carbides in the microstructure (Fig.
5.10 c). There were no pin holes indicating no porosity. There were partially melted and
broken particles of WC in the microstructure that can be ascribed to the significant
difference between the thermal mismatch of the alloying particles. It was reported that the
partial melting and thermal decomposition of WC results in the formation of W2C [39].
The greater covalent bond density and the associated three-dimensional network structures
were responsible for the high microhardness of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad as compared
to the substrate. The WC particles were dissolved in the molten pool and the finer carbide
particles were precipitated. The dispersion of finer particles improved microhardness in
accordance to the Hall-Petch relation. The addition of rare earth oxides facilitated the
formation of covalent bonds and microstructure refinement, producing a greater number of
grain boundaries. The dislocation movement was arrested by the greater number of grain
boundaries yielding higher microhardness [40]. Furthermore, they encouraged the
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production of carbide-enriched domains, facilitating higher microhardness contributing to
higher wear resistance.

(c)
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(a)
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Fig. 5.10 Back scattered cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC
clad layer a clad. b WC particles of different sizes. c broken particles of WC

(a)

(b)

Dendrite

10 μm

10 μm

Fig. 5,11 a Back scattered electrons SEM micrographs of 1 wt.% La2O3-39 wt.% Ni-60
wt.% WC. b Back scattered electrons SEM micrographs of 1 wt.% CeO2-39 wt.% Ni-60
wt.% WC
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The morphology of clad layer with La2O3 or CeO2 was shown in Figs. 5.11 a, b. It was
noticed that the addition of La2O3 or CeO2 multiplied the number of crystal nuclei,
facilitating the formation of a large number of grains. It was observed that the
microstructure was transformed from coarse to fine grain, and a small number of snowflake
structures were detected. Due to their large size, the rare earth oxides dispersed largely on
the grain boundary, thereby impeding the grain growth [41]. Thus, a greater number of
grains of smaller size were formed, enabling grain refinement. The improvement in wear
resistance was due to the grain refinement by the addition of La2O3 or CeO2 [42, 43]. In
the SEM for La2O3, it was noticed that the spacing of the equiaxed dendritic arm was small
(Fig. 5.12 a) and for CeO2, it was very small (Fig. 5.12 b). The oxides of rare earth elements
restrained the generation of columnar crystals and dendrites, which validated the findings
of our preceding studies [43]. Thivillon et al. [44] reported that grain size decreased with
higher nucleation rate. The finer grain led to higher dislocation density and the higher
dislocation density led to the higher microhardness [45, 46].
It was inferred from Fig. 4a that wear volume loss depended on the alloying elements
present in the clad layer. The smaller wear volume loss for 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC as
compared to that for substrate can be characterized by the nobler mechanical properties of
hard phase WC. The wear volume loss was further reduced for clads with rare earth
elements because of enrichment provided by rare-earth-transition intermetallic phases. The
wear volume loss was the smallest for 1 wt.% La2O3 which can be attributed to a
completely homogenized clad caused by the addition of 1 wt.% La2O3 [43]. The wear
craters for different compositions were presented in Figs. 5.12-5.14. It was observed that
The retained WC after wear tests in rare earth enforced clads (Figs. 5.13 and 5.14) was
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more than that without it (Fig. 5.12b). Fig. 5.13 a had the most retained WC in the crater
area after the wear test substantiating the experimental values in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3 b
indicating the highest microhardness and wear resistance respectively for 1 wt.% La2O3
clad.

(b)

(a)

Crater
Crater

100 μm

100 μm

Fig. 5.12 a Secondary electrons detector SEM micrographs of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC
after wear test. b Back scattered electrons SEM micrographs of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% after
wear test

(a)

(b)

Crater

Crater

100 μm

100 μm
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Fig. 5.13 a Back scattered electrons SEM micrographs of 1 wt.% La2O3-39 wt.% Ni-60
wt.% WC after wear test. b Back scattered electrons SEM micrographs of 2 wt.% La2O338 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC after wear test

b

a

Crater

Crater
100 μm

100 μm

Fig. 5.14 a Back scattered electrons SEM micrographs of 1 wt.% CeO2-39 wt.% Ni-60
wt.% WC after wear test. b Back scattered electrons SEM micrographs of 2 wt.% CeO238 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC after wear test
5.4. Conclusions
This paper discussed the wear resistance of 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad when alloyed
with 1 and 2 wt.% La2O3, and 1 and 2 wt.% CeO2. The conclusions drawn from this
research are as follows:
A uniform WC phase distribution was observed in the microstructure analysis of all clads.
The rare characteristics of La2O3 and CeO2 facilitated microstructure refinement. The clad
adhered to the substrate with the smooth interface, inhibiting stress concentration at the
interface. A planar solidification was detected at the interface of the substrate and the clad.
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The microhardness of the cladded surfaces was found to be about three times of that of the
substrate. The microhardness improved further with the addition of La2O3 or CeO2. The
coefficient of friction of the cladded surface relative to the substrate reduced by 16% for
40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC, by 38% for 1-2 wt.% La2O3, and by 38% for 1-2 wt.% CeO2.
The percentage of reduction was almost the same for 1 and 2 wt.% La2O3 as well as 1 and
2 % CeO2.
The 40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad improved the wear resistance of the substrate two-fold.
The addition of La2O3 or CeO2 increased the wear resistance further as compared to that of
40 wt.% Ni-60 wt.% WC clad. The addition of La2O3 increased the wear resistance slightly
more than CeO2 addition. The H/E ratio was the greatest for 1 wt.% La2O3, indicating that
it had the strongest wear resistance of those tested.
It was observed that the amounts of 1 wt.% La2O3 and 1 wt.% CeO2 were the most
compelling for improving the wear resistance. As suggested by the literature, and
confirmed by our results, the strongest expected effect of La2O3 and CeO2 on wear
resistance lies between 1% and 2 wt.%.
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Chapter 6
LASER CLADDING USING CORED WIRE
6.1. Introduction
The coated electrode used in welding was invented by Nikolay Slavyanov [6]. The coated
electrode facilitates the establishment and maintenance of the arc and protects the molten
metal from the oxygen and nitrogen of the air by producing a shield of gas around the arc
and weld pool. It also provides the formation of slag so as to protect the welding seam from
rapid cooling in addition to a means to introduce alloying elements. The coating consists
of ionizing (chalk), deoxidizing (aluminum, ferro-maganese etc.,), gas generator (starch),
slag-former (kaolin), alloying and binding materials.

Encased
powder

di
do
Metal sheath

Fig. 6.1 Schematic of cored wire
The laser welding with solid wire is very prevalent. The wire fed laser cladding is a popular
and cleaner process. The distance from the wire tip to laser spot determines the heat transfer
between the laser and the wire that affects the clad quality. It was determined that the
superior clads were formed when the wire tip is positioned at the front of the molten pool
[7]. The wire feeding gives better surface finish, minimal porosity, and higher deposition
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efficiency, whereas, powder feeding is very flexible and can allow deposition angles from
0 to 180o as opposed to 10o to 75o for wire feeding [8]. One of the limitation of wire fed is
that the positioning of the wire tip on the substrate is very critical as it takes a number of
adjustments and, thus, it is time consuming. The powder fed laser cladding results in greater
porosity because of entrapped air in the powder particles. Shuang et al. [9] reported a
powder catchment efficiency of about 65% in powder fed high-power direct diode laser
cladding. One of the limitation of powder fed is that when a mixture of two larger atomic
weight difference particles are injected, the particles of greater atomic weight tend to fall
slightly ahead due to gravity. This results in higher concentration of these particles at the
bottom of the molten pool. The cored wire is a recent development to blend the benefits of
the wire fed and powder fed processes. The cored wire can hold the powder of specific
composition while still maintaining the advantages of the powder and the solid wire as
shown in Fig. 6.1. The effect of gravity on powder particles is also get checked as the
particles are imbedded in the core of the wire and get released along with the melting of
the wire. In case of cored wire, the laser and the wire interactions is different from that of
solid wire due to the powder encased inside the wire [10].
The author noticed a considerable potential to integrate the advantages of both processes
by using cored wire in laser cladding. An extensive literature survey was performed for the
laser cladding using cored wire but very limited information was found. The information
on corrosion and wear resistance by cored wire laser cladding was also limited. In this
regard, the author went ahead to study the effect of processing parameters in laser cladding
with the cored wire using a full factorial design. The processing parameters mainly laser
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power, scanning speed, and wire feed rate were chosen. The additional factors such as the
current, laser spot diameter, and stand-off distance were left to be studied later.
The right choice of an adequate design of the experiments is very important. The reliability
and reproducibility are the main concerns of the design of experiments [11]. Some of the
common design of experiments are full factorial, fractional factorial, central composite,
and Taguchi design. The central composite design, factorial, and Taguchi design are often
used to optimize processing parameters [12, 13]. The full factorial design uses all possible
combinations of the factors making it an ideal choice for understanding complex processes
where detailed mechanisms are not known, and to describe factor interactions in
multifactorial experiments [14]. The full factorial design makes a very efficient use of the
data and does not confound the effect of the parameters. The full factorial design becomes
attractive when curvature in the response function is of concern [15]. When the number of
levels is same for each factor, the full factorial design is preferable for interpolation by
polynomial response surfaces [16]. However, as the number of factors and their levels
increase beyond 5, the sample size grows exponentially and the full factorial design
becomes less time and cost effective. The optimization is the process of determining the
best values of the factors yielding the best possible response. There are two methods of
optimizations namely simplex and response surface methodology (RSM). The RSM is
known for its exact optimum and simplex for encircling the optimum. Response surface
method is widely used and primarily based on second order models. Manonmani et al. [17]
studied the process parameters of the laser welding. The statistical analysis of the
micromachining process was conducted to optimize the processing parameters by full
factorial design [18].
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6.2. Experimental
6.2.1. Laser, substrate and cladding materials
The mild steel (ASTM A36) plates of dimensions 150 mm X 75 mm X 10 mm were used
as the substrate and its chemical composition is listed in Table 6.1. The cored wire WT-6,
fabricated by Weartech; A Lincoln Electric Company, was used for the experiments. It is
a metal-cored, gas-shielded wire made from flat metal strip formed into U-shape with
powder deposited into the U which is rolled into wire by multiple forming processes. The
cross-section of the Lincoln cored wire is shown in Fig. 6.2. The sheath is made of 95%
Co and 5% Fe with outer diameter of 1.2 mm and inner diameter of 0.8 mm with the cored
powder of the chemical content as listed in Table 6.2.

Fig. 6.2 The cross-section of the Lincoln cored wire
Table 6.1 Chemical composition, % by weight, of ASTM A36 [19]
Elements

Fe

Mn

Si

C

Cu

S

P

Ni

% by weight

98.29

0.75

0.40

0.26

0.20

0.05

0.04

0.01
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Table 6.2 Chemical composition, % by weight, of the powder in the cored wire
Elements

Co

Cr

W

Fe

C

Mn

Si

Ni

Mo

Other

% by weight

58

28.20

4.10

3.90

1.20

0.80

0.50

0.30

0.10

2.6

The coupons were grinded followed by acetone wash. The laser head was cleaned to
prevent contamination. The cladding setup was composed of a YLS-4 kW IPG fiber laser,
a cored wire feeder, a chiller for cooling laser head, and Agilent E3634A Arksen DC power
supply. The YLS-4 kW IPG fiber laser was a continuous wave laser with a capacity of 4
kW power. The focal length of the collimating lens and the focusing lens in the laser head
were 15 cm and 20 cm respectively. The laser head was mounted on a CNC machine to
translate it along the X, Y, and Z axes. The coupons were mounted with C-clamps on the
fixture affixed to the worktable on X-Y plane. The laser spot diameter can be controlled by
moving the laser head along Z-axis. Based on the previous studies and preliminary trials,
the laser beam was defocused to obtain a laser spot diameter of 5 mm, the current was 150
A, and the wire stick-out distance was 15 mm. The argon was used as shielding gas around
the clad. Argon is about one and a half times heavier than air and has low thermal
conductivity. It forms a blanket over the clad preventing the reaction with oxygen and
nitrogen from the atmosphere. It also impedes sudden heat flow away from the clad. The
head was positioned to produce a clad up to 90 mm in length. The laser beam is set at an
angle of 10o to safeguard from back-reflection. The Abirob M-Drive wire feeding system
from Alexander Binzel SchweBtechnik, GmbH & co. KG, Germany and Invertec cooling
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device from the Lincoln Electric Company, Cleveland, OH, USA were used. The laser
cladding setup is shown in Fig. 6.3.

Wire feeder
Wire power source

Laser head

CNC monitor

Fixture

Wire feed nozzle

Worktable

Fig. 6.3 a Experimental setup b Wire feeder system c Close-up of the laser head
The single-clad for each combination was deposited on the substrate. The clad height was
measured at three locations and the average was recorded. The clads were cross-sectioned
on the water jet. The coupons were mounted in EZ epoxy resin using the hardener. The
coupons were polished on silicon carbide papers up to a very fine grit size of 2000 followed
by polishing with diamond slurry to achieve a reflective mirror like surface.
6.2.2. Design of experiments
The effect of each processing parameters on the clad geometry was studied by statistical
methods using the RSM [20]. Based on our previous studies, the three processing
parameters, also known as factors, laser power (P), wire feed rate (F), and scanning speed
(S) are chosen for this study. Many preliminary trials were made to determine the ranges
of the processing parameters for the cladding with the cored wire. Hence, the scanning
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speeds of 5. 7.5, 10 mm/s, laser powers of 3.5, 3.75, 4 kW, and the wire feed rates of 55,
65, 75 mm/s were selected as summarized in Table 6.3. The response functions are clad
width, height, aspect ratio, dilution ratio, and the hardness. To conduct this study, a full
factorial design is adopted for three factors each at three levels that requires 3x3x3 = 27
runs. For full factorial design, all combinations of all factors at all levels were performed.
Table 6.3 Factors and their levels
Factors

Notation

Factor levels

(Units)
Laser Power

P (kW)

3.50

3.75

4.00

Scanning Speed

S (mm/s)

5

7.5

10

Wire Feed Rate

F (mm/s)

55

65

75

The experimental data is analyzed with Design Ease software version 11.0.5.0. The
experiments run order was randomized for the robustness. The regression model of second
order was used to analyze the data and is expressed in Eq. (1).
𝑦 = o +  j. xj + ij. xi. xj + 

Eq. (1)

where ij = 0, 1, 2, 3 are regression coefficients for our study and is the statistical error.
The main effects are represented by xj and their interactions are represented by xixj [21].
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6.3. Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Analysis of Variance
6.3.1.1 Clad width
From the Design Ease software version 11.0.5.0, the ANOVA for the width (in mm) of the
clad is shown in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 ANOVA for Response 1: Width of the clad: Transform: None
Source

SS

df

MS

F-value

p-value

Model

9.29

4

2.32

69.57

< 0.0001 significant

P

3.85

1

3.85

118.73

< 0.0001 significant

S

2.66

1

2.66

82.13

< 0.0001 significant

F

2.35

1

2.35

72.69

< 0.0001 significant

SF

0.4256

1

0.4256

13.14

0.0015 significant

residual

0.7126

22

0.0324

Cor total

10.00

26

The model F-value of 69.57 implies that the model is significant. P-value = 0.0001 means
that there is a 0.01% chance that an F-value this large could occur due to noise. The pvalue less than 0.05 for the factors is considered as significant, therefore, P, S, F, and SF
are significant model terms. The non-significant terms, with p-value greater than 0.05, are
dropped from the model. R2 = 0.9733 indicates the strong agreement between experimental
and measured data. The predicted R2 and adjusted R2 are in agreement as the difference
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between them is less than 0.2. The Adeq precision value is 39.40 which is greater than 4,
so the model is adequate. The equation fitted for the clad width in terms of the factors is
given by Eq. (2).
𝑊 = −5.39 + 1.85 ∗ 𝑃 + 0.34 ∗ 𝑆 + 0.09 ∗ 𝐹 − 0.01 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝐹

Eq. (2)

The coded equation for the model is given by,
𝑊 = 6.42 + 0.46 ∗ 𝑃 − 0.38 ∗ 𝑆 + 0.36 ∗ 𝐹 − 0.19 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝐹

Eq. (3)

The coded Eq. (3) helps identifying the relative impact of the factors by comparing the
factor coefficients. The high level of the factors are coded as +1 and low levels are coded
as – 1.
6.3.1.2 Clad height
The ANOVA for the height (in mm) of the clad is shown in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5 ANOVA for Response 2: Height of the clad: Transform: None
Source

SS

df

MS

F-value

p-value

Model

4.73

6

0.7886

70.76 < 0.0001 significant

P

2.07

1

2.07

200.26 < 0.0001 significant

S

0.9203

1

0.9203

88.86 < 0.0001 significant

F

1.29

1

1.29

124.62 < 0.0001 significant

PS

0.2324

1

0.2324

22.44

0.0001 significant

SF

0.0660

1

0.0660

6.37

0.0201 significant

P2

0.1483

1

0.1483

14.32

0.0012 significant
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residual

0.2071

20

4.94

26

Cor total

0.0104

The model F-value of 70.76 implies that the model is significant. P-value = 0.0001 means
that there is a 0.01% chance that an F-value this large could occur due to noise. P, S, F, and
PS, SF, P2 are significant model terms. The non-significant terms, with p-value greater than
0.05, are dropped from the model. R2 = 0.9789 indicates the strong agreement between
experimental and measured data. The Adeq precision value is 22.16 which is greater than
4, so the model is adequate. The coded equation for the clad height in terms of the factors
is given by Eq. (4).
𝐻 = 1.891 + 0.389 ∗ 𝑃 − 0.236 ∗ 𝑆 + 0.318 ∗ 𝐹 + 0.141 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑆 − 0.073𝑆 ∗ 𝐹 −
0.127 ∗ 𝑃2

Eq. (4)

6.3.1.3 Clad aspect ratio
The ANOVA for the aspect ratio of the clad is shown in Table 6.6.
Table 6.6 ANOVA for Response 3: Aspect ratio of the clad: Transform: None
Source

SS

df

MS

F-value

p-value

Model

5.45

5

1.09

17.54

0.0003 significant

P

1.29

1

1.29

8.92

0.0070 significant

S

0.8346

1

0.8346

5.77

0.0256 significant

F

0.9023

1

0.9023

6.24

0.0209 significant
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PS

1.08

1

1.08

7.44

0.0126 significant

P2

1.35

1

1.35

9.33

0.0060 significant

residual

3.04

21

0.1446

Cor total

8.49

26

The model F-value of 17.54 implies that the model is significant. P-value = 0.0003 means
that there is a 0.03% chance that an F-value this large could occur due to noise. P, S, F, PS,
and P2 are significant model terms. The non-significant terms, with p-value greater than
0.05, are dropped from the model. R2 = 0.7123 indicates the fair agreement between
experimental and measured data. The predicted R2 and adjusted R2 are in agreement as the
difference between them is less than 0.2. The Adeq precision value is 13.71 which is greater
than 4, so the model is adequate. The coded equation for the clad aspect ratio in terms of
the factors is given by Eq. (5).
𝐴𝑅 = 3.021 − 0.298 ∗ 𝑃 + 0.195 ∗ 𝑆 − 0.230 ∗ 𝐹 − 0.199 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝐹 + 0.504 ∗ 𝑃2 Eq. (5)
6.3.1.4 Clad dilution ratio
The ANOVA for the dilution ratio of the clad is shown in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7 ANOVA for Response 4: Dilution ratio of the clad: Transform: None
Source

SS

df

MS

F-value

p-value

Model

0.0790

7

0.0113

13.29

< 0.0001 significant

P

0.0059

1

0.0059

6.71

0.0179 significant
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S

not
0.0001

1

0.0001

0.1695

0.6852
significant

F

0.0343

1

0.0343

39.03

< 0.0001 significant

PS

0.0050

1

0.0050

5.73

0.0271 significant

PF

0.0041

1

0.0041

4.69

0.0433 significant

SF

0.0102

1

0.0102

11.56

0.0030 significant

S2

0.0193

1

0.0193

21.92

0.0002 significant

residual

0.0167

19

0.0009

Cor total

0.0958

26

The model F-value of 13.29 implies that the model is significant. P-value = 0.0001 means
that there is a 0.01% chance that an F-value this large could occur due to noise. The main
effect S in Table 7 is not significant but it cannot be dropped as its interactions with other
factors are significant. P, F, PS, PF, SF, and S2 are significant model terms. The nonsignificant terms, with p-value greater than 0.05, are dropped from the model. R2 = 0.8564
indicates the strong agreement between experimental and measured data. The predicted R2
and adjusted R2 are in agreement as the difference between them is less than 0.2. The Adeq
precision value is 11.98 which is greater than 4, so the model is adequate. The coded
equation for the clad dilution ratio in terms of the factors is given by Eq. (6).
𝐷𝑅 = 0.322 + 0.017 ∗ 𝑃 − 0.029 ∗ 𝑆 − 0.043 ∗ 𝐹 − 0.019 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑆 − 0.017 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝐹 +
0.031 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝐹 + 0.058 ∗ 𝑆 2

Eq. (6)
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6.3.1.5 Clad microhardness
The ANOVA for the hardness (in HV) of the clad is shown in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8 ANOVA for Response 5: Hardness of the clad: Transform: None
Source
Model

SS

df

MS

F-value

p-value

2145.62

6

357.60

19.49

< 0.0001 significant

P

137.78

1

137.78

6.32

0.0206 significant

S

103.20

1

103.20

4.73

0.0418 significant

F

1026.05

1

1026.05

47.05

< 0.0001 significant

PS

221.88

1

221.88

10.18

0.0046 significant

SF

134.67

1

134.67

6.18

0.0219 significant

S2

522.04

1

522.04

23.94

< 0.0001 significant

residual

436.11

20

21.81

Cor total

2581.73

26

The model F-value of 19.49 implies that the model is significant. P-value = 0.0001 means
that there is only a 0.01% chance that an F-value this large could occur due to noise. P, S,
F, PS, SF and S2 are significant model terms. The non-significant terms, with p-value
greater than 0.05, are dropped from the model. R2 = 0.8981 indicates the strong agreement
between experimental and measured data. The predicted R2 and adjusted R2 are in
agreement as the difference between them is less than 0.2. The Adeq precision value is
15.01 which is greater than 4, so the model is adequate. The coded equation for the clad
hardness in terms of the factors is given by Eq. (7).
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𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 329.22 − 2.380 ∗ 𝑃 − 2.410 ∗ 𝑆 + 6.950 ∗ 𝐹 + 4.850 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑆 − 1.650 ∗
𝑆 ∗ 𝐹 − 1.780 ∗ 𝑆 2

Eq. (7)

6.3.2 Validation of the developed model
The normal plot of residuals are shown in Figs. 6.5 (a), (b), and (c). There is no prominent
hook on the left or the right tail. There is no sharp upward or downward curves or flattening
at either extremes indicating that data is not skewed. The points lie close to straight lines
indicating that data are approximately normally distributed. The errors are normally
distributed and the model equations are appropriate as the residuals are distributed along a
diagonal straight line.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)
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(d)

(d)

(e)

(e)

Fig. 6.4 Normal Plot of Residuals of clad
(a) width, (b) height, (c) aspect ratio,

Fig. 6.5 Predicted vs. Actual plots of
clad (a) width, (b) height, (c) aspect ratio,

(d) dilution ratio and (e) hardness

(d) dilution ratio, and (e) hardness
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The predicted vs. actual plot shows the effect of the model and compares it against the null
model. The predicted values from Eqs (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7) are in agreement with the
measured values as shown in Figs. 6.5 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. The points are normally
scattered along the 45o line. Additionally, five new experiments, listed in Table 6.9, were
carried out within the domain of the chosen factors to evaluate these concerns. The
experiment nos. 1 and 2 when compared to the original runs confirm the reproducibility.
The experiment nos. 2 to 5 validates the reliability of the developed model within 5% error
except the aspect ratios. For the aspect ratio, the model equation predicts the width and
height of the clads within 5% error but the equation does not predict their ratio accurately
because the increase in the width and height is not proportional.
Table 6.9 Confirmation tests
Experim
Factor levels

Responses

-nts #
V,

F,

Clad

Clad

P,
mm/

mm/

widt

s

h
Actual

3.7
1

Hardnes

t ratio

n ratio

s (HV)

t

6.94

2.73

2.54

0.19

349.9

7.09

2.65

2.67

0.197

342.6

Error %

2.12

3.02

4.87

3.55

2.13

Actual

6.74

2.73

2.47

0.21

347.3

Origi5

75

5

2

Dilutio

heigh

kW
s

Aspec

nal run

7.5

75
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Original
6.91

2.42

2.86

0.201

339.0

Error %

2.46

1.28

1.36

4.48

2.45

Actual

7.42

2.50

2.97

0.17

342.0

7.07

2.63

3.31

0.178

354.5

Error %

4.95

4.94

10.27

4.49

3.53

Actual

6.88

2.21

3.11

0.25

334.8

6.56

2.32

3.76

0.256

351.4

Error %

4.88

4.74

17.29

2.34

4.72

Actual

7.33

2.49

2.94

0.22

354.7

6.99

2.62

3.82

0.212

372.0

4.86

4.96

25.65

3.77

4.65

3.7
run
5

Predicte
3

3.6

5

75
d

Predicte
4

3.7

6

65
d

Predicte
5

3.8

7

75
d
Error %

6.3.3 The effects of cladding factors
6.3.3.1 Clad width
The perturbation and 3D surface plots for clad width are shown in Figs. 6.6 a and b
respectively. The perturbation plot compares the effects of all the parameters at a particular
point in the design space. In perturbation plot, the response is plotted by varying only one
factor over its range while holding all the other factors constant. The Fig. 6.6 a shows that
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the clad width decreases as the scanning speed increases. It can be attributed to the fact that
the lesser cored wire is dispensed to the molten pool as scanning speed increases. The effect
of laser power and wire feed rate is positive to increase the clad width. The effect of laser
power is more pronounced than that of wire feed rate. The Fig. 6.6 b shows the variation
of the clad width as a hyperbolic paraboloid. The Figs. 6.6 a, b, and c show the variation
of clad width at different power levels. They show that the clad width reaches its optimum
value at higher wire feed rate, lower scanning speed and higher power level. In Fig. 6.7 a,
the power is not sufficient to melt all the fed wire resulting in a lower clad width, so, as the
laser power increased, Fig. 6.7 b and c , the clad width increased.

A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed

Fig. 6.6 a Perturbation plot and b 3D surface plot for clad width

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Fig. 6.7 Contour plots of clad width for a P = 3.5 kW b P = 3.75 kW c P = 4 kW
6.3.3.2 Clad height
The perturbation and 3D surface plots for clad height are shown in Figs. 6.8 (a) and (b)
respectively. The Fig. 6.8 (a) shows that the clad height decreases as the scanning speed
increases It can be ascribed to the fact that the lesser cored wire is dispensed to the molten
pool as scanning speed increases. The effect of laser power and wire feed rate is positive
to increase the clad width. The effect of wire feed rate is more pronounced than the laser
power. The Fig. 6.8 b shows the variation of the clad height as a hyperbolic paraboloid.
The Figs. 6.9 a, b, and c show the variation of clad height at different laser power levels.
They show that the clad height reached its optimum value at higher wire feed rate, lower
scanning speed and higher power level. The increase in clad height was sharper than that
of clad width. In Fig. 6.9 c, the power more than 3.96 kW is excessive and did not
contribute to the clad height.

A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed
C-Wire feed rate

Fig. 6.8 a Perturbation plot and b 3D surface plot for clad height
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Fig. 6.9 Contour plots of clad height for a F = 55 mm/s b F = 65 mm/s c F = 75 mm/s
In the Fig. 6.10, the EDX analysis of the clad along its height showed that the wt.% of Cr
decreases from top to bottom whereas that of Co increases. This is because of higher atomic
weight of Co (52) than that of Cr (52), enabling Co to settle down in the molten pool.

Fig. 6.10 EDX analysis of the clad along its height
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6.3.3.3 Clad aspect ratio
The perturbation and 3D surface plots for clad aspect ratio were shown in Figs. 6.11 a and
b respectively. The Fig. 6.11 a showed that the clad aspect ratio decreases as the cored wire
feed rate increases. It is due to the fact that increase in the feed rate increases the height of
the clad more than the width when the interactions of the feed rate with other factors are
taken into account. The increase in scanning speed improves the aspect ratio. The effect of
laser power is positive till the center point of the design and then negative to the aspect
ratio. After the center point, the aspect ratio decreases as the laser power increases. It is
because the effect of the laser power is more pronounced on the height of the clad than that
on the width when the interactions of the power with other factors are taken into account.
The Fig. 6.11 b showed the variation of aspect ratio as an elliptic parabaloid concave
upward. The Figs. 6.12 a, b, and c showed the variation of the aspect ratio at different
levels of the cored wire feed rate.
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A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed
C-Wire feed rate

Fig. 6.11 a Perturbation plot and b 3D surface plot for clad aspect ratio

Fig. 6.12 Contour plots of clad dilution ratio for a F = 55 b F = 65 c F = 75 mm/s
6.3.3.4 Clad dilution ratio
The perturbation plot in Fig. 6.13 (a) shows that the clad dilution ratio decreases as the
scanning speed increases. It can be ascribed to the fact that the lesser cored wire is
dispensed to the molten pool as scanning speed increases. The effect of laser power is
positive for the clad dilution ratio. It can be attributed to the fact that as the laser power
increases, the molten pool size increases and penetrates deeper into the substrate. The effect
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of wire feed rate is negative for the clad dilution ratio. It is because that as the wire feed
rate increases, the more laser power is consumed to melt the wire and lesser available to
molten pool to dilute. The absorption of laser power is lower at higher scanning speed, so
the dilution ratio is lower. The Fig. 6.14 (b) shows the variation of dilution ratio as an
elliptic parabaloid concave upward. The Figs. 6.15 (a), (b), and (c) show the variation of
the clad dilution ratio at different levels of the cored wire feed rate. They show that the clad
height reaches its optimum value at higher wire feed rate, lower scanning speed and higher
power level. The increase in clad height is sharper than that of clad width. In Fig. 6.15 (c),
the power more than 3.96 kW is excessive and does not contribute to the clad height. The
increase in scanning speed and the cored wire feed rate reduces the dilution ratio.

A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed
C-Wire feed rate

Fig. 6.13 a Perturbation plot b 3D surface plot for clad dilution ratio
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Fig. 6.14 Contour plots of clad dilution ratio for a F = 55 b F = 65 c F = 75 mm/s
The cored wire is mainly consists of Co and Cr. The EDX analysis is performed along the
interface of the clad and the substrate as shown in Fig. 6.15. There is higher wt.% of Co
and Cr in the middle (Fig. 6.15 b) of the interface as compare to at the two extremities
(Figs. 6.15 a, c). It indicates that there more dilution in the middle of the clad interface due
to greater migration of the Co and Cr in the middle of the molten pool.

a

b

c

Fig. 6.15 EDX analysis of the clad along the interface of clad and substrate
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6.3.3.5 Clad mircohardness
The perturbation and 3D surface plots for clad hardness are shown in Figs. 6.16 a and b
respectively. The Fig. 6.16 a shows that the clad hardness increases as the scanning speed
increases to its mid-level and then it decreases with further increase in scanning speed. It
can be ascribed to the fact that the lesser cored wire is dispensed to the molten pool as
scanning speed increases till the center point. The effect of laser power is negative on the
clad hardness. It can be attributed to the fact that as the laser power increases, the cooling
rate decreases resulting in lower microhardness. The increase in cored wire feed rate
increases the microhardness significantly. It can be assigned to the fact that as the wire feed
rate increases, the more wire material is deposited and that increases the clad hardness. At
the higher scanning speed, the higher microhardness is due to the increase in cooling rate.
The Fig. 6.16 b shows the variation of hardness as an elliptic paraboloid concave
downward. The Figs. 6.17 a, b, and c show that isohards, curves of same hardness, are
formed in the laser power versus the scanning speed plot. The increase in microhardness is
sharper for the increasing scanning speed to center of the design. In the lower part of the
semi-parabola, the laser power dominates over the scanning speed, so the hardness
decreases. In the upper part of the semi-parabola, the scanning speed dominates the laser
power, so the hardness increases. In essence, at a particular power, the micohardness
increases with the scanning speed for the lower values of scanning speeds, and decreases
for the higher values.
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A-Laser power
B-Scanning speed
C-Wire feed rate

Fig. 6.16 a Perturbation plot and b 3D surface plot for clad hardness

Fig. 6.17 Contour plots of clad dilution ratio for a F = 55 b F = 65 c F = 75 mm/s
6.3.4 Optimization
One of the solution to optimize the multiple responses is the use of the desirability function
D(x) [18].
𝐷(𝑥) = ∏𝑛𝑖(𝑑𝑖 )
where di are the responses and n is number of responses.
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For maximum,
di = 0 if response < low value
di = 0 to 1 if response varies from low to high value
di = 1 if response > high value
For minimum,
di = 1 if response < low value
di = 1 to 0 if response varies from low to high value
di = 0 if response > high value
Therefore,
𝐷(𝑥) = (𝑊 ∗ 𝐻 ∗ 𝐴𝑅 ∗ 𝐷𝑅 ∗ 𝐻)1/5
The desirability function combines the different responses into one complex function. The
complex function is optimized to provide the best value of compromise in a desirable joint
response [19]. The desirability function takes into account the response’s variances and
uses genetic algorithms [20]. Its value ranges between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates an
undesirable response and 1 indicates a completely desirable response. In our research, the
objective is to maximize clad’s width, height, aspect ratio, hardness and to minimize the
dilution ratio for the chosen range of the laser power, the scanning speed and the wire feed
rate. The graphical optimization is represented in the form of overlay plots. The overlay
plots are very useful in the industry to select the values for the cladding parameters to
achieve a target response for a particular type of cored wire. The graphical overlay plot for
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the aspect ratio is shown in Fig. 6.18 a at F = 75 mm/s for the Lincoln cored wire used in
the experiments. The gray area under the curve shows an undesirable region. The numerical
optimization is represented in terms of contour plots or 3D surfaces. The numerical
optimization is useful when multiple factors are analyzed for multiple responses. The
numerical optimization plot for the desirability function is shown in the Fig. 6.18 b. It is
observed that the maximum desirability of 0.88 is achieved for a scanning speed close to 6
mm/s and the power range from 3.7 to 3.9 kW. Few possible optimum solutions obtained
from the Design Ease software version 11.0.5.0 are listed in Table 6.10. The most desirable
solution is for P = 3.9 kW, S = 5.8 mm/s, and F = 75 mm/s with D = 0.88.
Table 6.10 The possible optimum solutions from Design Ease
No

Power

.

Scanni

Wire

Widt

Heigh

Aspec

Dilutio

Micro-

Desira

ng

feed

h

t

t

n

hardnes

-

Speed

rate

ratio

ratio

s

bility

1

3.900

5.812

75.00

7.443

2.802

2.596

0.195 336.003

0.880

2

3.858

5.721

75.00

7.387

2.797

2.522

0.195 336.615

0.878

3

3.816

5.624

75.00

7.331

2.785

2.470

0.195 337.253

0.875

4

3.927

7.021

75.00

7.216

2.709

2.658

0.178 337.988

0.856

5

3.619

5.000

75.00

7.110

2.661

2.508

0.199 339.892

0.846

6

3.752

6.582

75.00

6.992

2.621

2.530

0.177 340.597

0.832

7

3.500

5.091

75.00

6.869

2.436

2.856

0.187 343.556

0.805

8

3.520

6.017

75.00

6.694

2.318

2.965

0.172 344.783

0.767
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Fig. 6.18 Optimization curves a Graphical overlay plot for the aspect ratio b Numerical
3D surface plot for desirability, D(x) for F = 75 mm/s
6.4. Conclusions
In this study, the effect of three processing parameters laser power, scanning speed, and
wire feed rate are investigated in laser cladding using cored wire. The full factorial design
is adopted and the optimization is carried out by response surface methodology. From the
performed statistical analysis, the following conclusions are made:
The relationships were established to predict width, height, aspect ratio, dilution ratio, and
hardness of the clad. The predicted values concurred with the experimental results.
The increase in laser power increases the width, the height, and the dilution ratio but
decreases the aspect ratio and the hardness. The effect of the laser power is more
pronounced on the height of the clad if the interactions of power with the other factors are
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taken into account. The increase in scanning speed improves the aspect ratio. The increase
in cored wire feed rate increases the width, the height, the hardness of the clad but decreases
the aspect and the dilution ratio. The effect of the cored wire feed rate is significantly
greater on the hardness of the clad.
The desirability function demonstrates a laser power of 3.7 to 3.9 kW, the cored wire feed
rate of 75 mm/s and, and the scanning speed close to 6 mm/s are the optimal values. The
results could be of great significance to serve a guideline for the laser cladding using cored
wire in the future study. The developed overlay plots from graphical optimization can be
used as a technical reference for the operators in the workshop for laser cladding with cored
wire.
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FUTURE STUDY
The hyperbolic conduction needs to be incorporated using Cattaneo Vernotte equation in
modelling of heat distribution in the laser cladding.
A detailed non-dimensional analysis for developing an expression accounting for the other
input factors will be useful to obtain a precise estimate of the response factors.
The laser cladding using cored wire is promising and needs to be investigated in detail for
the microhardness, corrosion and wear resistance of the clads evolved.
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